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"One reason was to avoid isolation of students and give them the opportunity to be with other students and faculty."

SIDNEY RIBEAU

Ribeau defends keeping U. open
by Wi'lE Sanders
IK! BG NEWS

Stephanie Jesse fielded all
types of calls Tuesday, some were
students, some were family
members of students and some
just hung up on her when she
gave them the news.
lesse, a secretary for the presi-

dent's office, heard all types of
voices on the other end of the
phone. They were complaining
about why the college was still
open.
"It's un-American," one student said, another feared for his
life, and one grandmother called,
concerned about her grandchild.

According to the University
President, Sidney Ribeau, Ohio
University and Miami University
didn't close down their campuses. He also felt that neither should
the University for several reasons.
"The idea was two fold,"
Ribeau said. "One reason was to
avoid isolation of students and

give them the opportunity to be
with other students and faculty.
They needed a place to maintain
a place in normalcy of their lives.
When great tragedy strikes it
shocks you into a state of suspended animation. We are an
educational institution, we needed to provide an opportunity to

work it through in a way Ch.it
makes sense for students. If you
shut everything down then you
take away that opportunity."
He also said that the second
reason was because "the goal of
terrorism is to strike fear into
people so they can exploit that
fear." After the University was

by Greg Zierofl

With the nation paralyzed with
' shock and anger, the University
remained open for classes, much
, to the surprise of many students.
In his University Statement,
President Sydney Ribeau said
"Our first priority is for the welfare and safety of our stu'dents.Classes are not canceled
' University-wide...As a campus
community, meeting in class is
an opportunity to support each
other in times of crisis."
Freshman Rachael Easier
agreed with President Ribeau's
decision to keep the campus
open.
"1 stand behind the President's
decision to stay open because it
gave students the opportunity to

mourn and openly discuss their
feelings towards the attack,"
Easier said.
Some students were, however,
not happy with the decision not
to close. Citing respect for the
dead and the Nation's state of
shock, those students said classes should have been canceled for
the remainder of the day.
"We should have closed, not
only out of respect, but, more
importantly, to watch history
unfold," said senior Frances
McCowan. "This is our country,
and we should see what's going
on as it happens."
Graduate
student
Rob
Bulanda. who is currently teaching an Introduction to Sociology
course, said, "I think that classes

Patriots rush
for Am. Flags
by David lehr
THE BC NEWS

Reacting to the terrorist activities on the East Coast, a run swept
through Toledo and Bowling
Green Wednesday.
It was not a run on the banks,
nor on the grocers. Rather, people
made a run on hardware stores
everywhere.
In an effort to display their support and patriotism, citizens
snatched up all numbers and
sizes of the United States flag.
Hardware stores both in Toledo
and Bowling Green witnessed a
drastic jump in sales following
Tuesday's attack.
"Last week, you couldn't give
the flags away, but Tuesday really
prompted sales," said Carol Halas
of lanney's Ace Hardware in
Toledo. "Between Tuesday and
Wednesday, we are getting wiped
out of flags."
As Toledo and local stores
watched their supplies dwindle,
more and more people came to
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The B6 News

Nine University students that
were interning at the Fashion
Institute of Technology in New
York City have been accounted
for and are considered to be safe
and unharmed.
Although Associate professor
Diane Frey said she has not
heard anything officially, one of
the students e-mailed a friend in
Bowling Green.
"We have not heard from parents," Frey said, "I'm guessing
that they have at least contacted
their parents." Frey said that she
was unsure as to whether those
nine students were going to stay
in New York or come home
Frey said that she tried to contact the program director at FIT,
but so far has been unable to
receive official word as to exactly
how those University students
are.
The students, whose names
were not released, are in New
York as part of the Apparel
Merchandising and Product
Development program at the
University. Students have the
option to spend one year at FIT
as an intem as part of
the program.

R0TC
in shock

the stores searching for flags. In
the first 36 hours since the attack.
Meijer on Alexis Road in Toledo
nearly depleted its small flag
stock. Meijer management
responded immediately by placing a rush order for at least 500
additional flags through their corporate headquarters.
Unfortunately, Meijer's warehouses do not store flags so the
vendor must produce and distribute them. Meijer hopes to
restock by the end of the week,
but if the vendor cannot come
through swiftly, it may take a few
days.
While no one predicted the
jump in sales, the personnel at
the stores were not all that surprised. Meijer worker lohn
Stewart
said
of
the
customers,"They just want to put
the flag in their yards to show
their support."
And the patriotism was not
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interns
safe in
N.Y.C.

should have been canceled. This
tragedy affects too many people,
directly and indirectly. This is the
most significant event in this
nation's history. Besides, trying to
teach with something of this
magnitude in everyone's minds
would be pointless."
Several professors were contacted regarding what they
would have done during
Tuesdays events, but none wanted to comment publicly on the
issue.
The University was one of the
only area coUeges to stay open.
The University of Toledo,
University of Dayton, Owens
Community College, and Wright
State University canceled classes
Tuesday.

Watching Tuesday's events
unfold alongside the civilian
sector, city and campus U.S.
armed forces affiliates reacted
from a similar perspective.
"In an issue like this, I'm no
different from anyone on the
street who calls himself an
American," said Lt. Col.
Richard Laughlin, instructor
with the University's Army
Reserve Officers' Training
Corps. "And as far as I'm concerned, our cadets are just like
any other students."
Like their non-military
counterparts, ROTC cadets
and personnel huddled
around televisions with equal
surprise and disbelief, discussed the attacks in class,
and thought about friends
and relatives in New York and
the Pentagon.
And like other organizations, they canceled a ceremony scheduled for Tuesday
night, considering it the

Campus
security
increases
by David W. Stone
Kevin VortnesBGNew

DISPLAYING SOLIDARITY: An American Flag flies at halfmast yesterday on campus in Fraternity Row.

Gasoline panic does
not raise prices in B.G.
by Shannon E Kolkedy
THE 6G NEWS
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GAS PANIC: Cars lined up outside gas stations Tuesday night as possible gas shortages were reported by the media. As of yesterday, prices in Bowling Green remained below $2.
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Campus endures
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assured that there was no physical threat to anyone on campus,
the :dea was to "move forward."
"We shouldn't be passively victimiz-d," Ribeau said. "But to
activ i;l' work it through in a way
that ?ives them (the students)

In the aftermath of Tuesday's
terrorist attack on U.S. soil,
Americans have been alarmed
by rumors of skyrocketing gas
prices throughout the nation.
According to Jim McDermott,
manager of Barney's North
located at 1091 North Main St.,
rumors caused an influx in business to the point where an individual had to stand at the
pumps and direct traffic
Pam Myers, a manager
trainee, said the Speedway at
1650 East Woostef also experienced an increase in business
Tuesday
evening
and
Wednesday morning.
"We had people sitting on

Wooster St. trying to pull in to
get gas," Meyers said of the business Tuesday evening.
In spite of these rumors and
the increase of gasoline sales,
local service stations only raised
their prices immediately after
the attack. Wednesdiy morning, however, the prices
returned to normal and have
remained steady ever since
"We have plenty of gas,"
McDermott said, "and our
prices aren't going up."
The American Petroleum
Institute (API) echoed that
thought
In an article on CNN.com,
Chris Kelley, API spokesman,
GAS, PAGE 5
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University police stepped up
patrols around campus after
reports of the attacks in N.Y. and
Washington DC
"We did increase the security
some," Weigund said. "Basically
we were concerned with
increased visibility. We had some
foot patrols around campus.
There was also an effort to get
into the dorms and make contact with the students and resident advisors around campus."
While there have been no inci dents on campus or even in this
region, Weigund said it was still
important for students to remain
aware of their surroundings.
"The sooner that we are called
the better our response will be.
Often if a report is delayed the
incident may already be over
before we can respond."
Wiegund emphasized the
safety of the University students
was not threatened.
"We have no reason to believe
that there is any danger to campus or to students," said
Wiegund. "The incidents appear
to be targeted at financial and
military institutions and do not
seem to be expanding."
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Personals

Wanted

** Dance Marathon 2002 **
Core Committee Applications
available Sept. 10-14 at the Dance
Marathon oflice- 450 Saddlemire.
Must be turned in by Fri. Sept. 14 at
5 pm.

1 F. rmte. needed. E. Merry, 2
bdrm., 2 bath, furnished. $168 per
month.419-445 1423. ask for Brady.

Classified Ads • 372-6977

Campus Events
Dance Marathon 2002
Information night Wed. Sept. 12 at
9:15pmOlscamp 104.
EDUCATION ABROAD STUDENTS
Come share your overseas experience with other students who studied abroad on Wednesday. September 12 from 3:00-5 00 p.m. in 1103
Offenhauer West1 Call 372-0479
with questions.

Travel
#1 Spring Break Vacations'
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida Now hiring Campus Reps.
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS.
Americas »1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica. Mexico, Bahamas or
Florida Promote trips on-campus to
earn cash and tree trips. Information/Reservations
1 -800-648-4849
0'WWw,SlSt.favel,gorr)
WINTER AND
SPRING BREAK
BEACH & SKI TRIPS
DON'T DELAY1
WWW.SUNCHASE.COM
1-800-SUNCHASE
SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge
m FREE Travel, Drinks, Food, and
Parties with the Best DJ's and
celebrities in Cancun, Jamaica,
Mazatlan. and the Bahamas.
Go to StudentCity.com, call
1-800-293-1443 or email
denlcity.com lo find out more.
Services Offered
Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Help Wanted

Greeks - Got Newt?
Let the Gavel know!!
Send info to 202 West Hall
or call 372-2440 or
email mlkimblerOaol.com

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIREI
Pan Time
Less man one block from Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 Shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
8«hift: 10:00«.m.-1:00 p.m.
C Shift: 1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
354-8703

KAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKAKA
THE SISTERS OF KAPPA DELTA
CONGRATULATE AND WISH THE
BEST OF LUCK TO THE FOLLOWING COUPLES BETH SCHUBERT
& AL BEST ON THEIR ENGAGEMENT KATHERINE MANISTA S
JOHN REEF ON THEIR ENGAGEMENT SARAH JENNINGS & HENNING ANDERSON ON THEIR PREENGAGEMENT AMY MILLER ON
HER PEARLING TO ALLEN
REINMEYER HEATHER HANUN
ON HER PEARLING TO ANDY
HARDMAN. WE ARE SO HAPPY
FOR YOU ALL!

Attention: Semester Work
Continue working through fall semester. $14.15 base-appt.. guaranteed starting pay. Fun work environment w/ other students. 10407hrs./wk. around classes.
Coops/Scholarships awarded, conditions exist. Customer
service/sales, no telemarketing, no
door-to-door sales. No experience
necessary, we train. Must have positive attitude & good people skills.
Call Mon.-Fri. 9a-6p, Sat. 11-3.
874-1327
www.workforstudents.com/np.

TRAVEL GRANTS TO
STUDY ABROAD
An international travel grant competition is taking place for undergraduate students who will study abroad
during the 2002 spnng semester
Applications are available in the
Center for International Programs
(1106 Offenhauer West) with a
deadline of September 28, 2001
Call 372-0479 with questions.

Child care for 2 toddlers in Perrysburg home. 1 full day or 2 half days
per week. Very flexible.
419-872-2148.

Unlimited tanning. 1 mth $30. Fall
special: buy 2 mths. get 3rd mth.
free. Campus Tanning. 352-7889

Q4>A BK SIX 35X Q«A
Do you enjoy helping others and
spending time with friends? Have
you always wanted to be Involved
In ■ sorority but couldn't afford
to? How about joining the sisters
of Omega Phi Alpha! Find out
more about us at our Information
Nights:
Sept. 13 Founders Keepers
Offenhauer West
Conference Room
Sept. 17 Hsrshman Activity Room
Sept 19 Kohl Locked Lounge
MacDonald West Lounge
lit A U*A Q*A a* A O* A

Wanted
Personals
Confidential Ealing Disorder
Support Group
Women & men at all stages of recoven/. Confidential, interactive discussions.
Every Wednesday from 7-8:30pm
Women's Center. 107 Hanna Hall
Call Judy Miller al 372-7426
tor more information

Female looking for 2 subleasers to
share 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apt. Close
to campus. Call Jamie 419-3080282.
Male or female rmte. needed. Own
room. Main St. BG call 352-4434
9ubleaser wanted. Perfect tor single
prof, or graduate student. 1 bdrm.
apt. $3257mo plus electric. Call 3526469.

Desks clerks needed for local motel.
3-4, 8 hr. shifts/week. Must work
weekends. Different shifts avail. Inquire at Buckeye Inn & Studios. MF, 8-4.

Lawn Maintenance-Part & Full Time
Knickerbocker Lawns -

352-5822
Now hiring. Mountain Jacks Steak
House. 5335 Airport Hwy., Toledo.
Apply in person
RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT-assist
persons with MR/DD with daily living
skills in a Residential setting. No experience necessary. Positions available ranging from 17 to 71 hours biweekly. $9.00-$12.25 per hour
based upon experience. High school
diploma/GED required. Application
packet may be obtained from Wood
County Board of MR/DD, 11160
East Gypsy Lane Rd., Bowling
Green. Ent. B. Monday-Friday.
8:00am-4:30pm. E.O.E.

KOUATWIUI
SPOUTS

Recreational Sports
SPECIAL EVENTS

&0

Friday, September 14, 2001
9:00pm-Midnight
Student Recreation Center
FACULTY/STAFF FITNESS
Hatha Yoga
Mondays from Sept. 10-Dec. 17
4:00-5:! 5pm
Cost: $70 (members):
$80 (non-membersl
Tuesdays from Sept. 11-Dec. 18
6:15-7:15am
Cost: $70 (members];
$80 (non-membersl
Thursdays from Sept. 13-0ec. 20
4:00-5:15pm
Cost: $60 (members);
$70 (non-membersl
Thursdays from Sept 13-Dec. 20
5:15-4:30pm
Cost: $40 (members);
$70 (non-members)
PUates
Tuesdays from Sept. 11-Ocl. 30
5:30-6:30pm
Cost: $40 (members);
$50 (non-membersl
Total Body Strength
Mondays from Sept. I0-Oct. 15
6:30-7:30pm
Cost: $30 (members);
$40 (non-members)
Relax and Renew
Mondays from Nov. 5-Dec. 10
5:30-4:30pm
- Cost: $25 (members);
$35 (non-members)
Meditation Workshop
Wednesdays from Sept. 12-Ocl. 10
5:3O-7:00pm
Cost: $25 (members):
$35 (non- members)
Still plenty of spots open. Sign up
In the Student Recreation
Center todayl

SPORT CLUBS
Men': Rugby vs. Univ. of
Indiana
Saturday, Sept. 19
1:00pm al College
Park Field

Across
1 Bottom
5 Bit: scrap
8 Stop the flow
12 Range
13 Each
14 Microphone (slang)
15 Circle
16 Resort
17 God of War
18 One who takes another out
20 Without purpose
22 Musical performance
24 Fuss
27 Rough casing around seeds
26 4th Greek letter
32 Pertaining to an animal paw
34 Leaky
35 Tidbit
36 Age

37 Single

N

38 Uttering
41 Intertwined
44 Church platform
48
49
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

1 Poet
2 Melody tor one voice
3 Remitted
4 Ready
SRhea
6 Fix
7 Feature
8 Lesser
9 Wheel
10 Squeezes
11 Snafu
19 Gave back
21 Virgin Mary
23 Dog
24 Just
25 Daughters of the American Revolution (abbr)
26 Shout of approval
29 Card game
30 Wine cask
31 Enzyme (suf)
33 Afternoon show
34 Hawaiian dish
36 Oldest
39 Slack off
40 Lens
41 Bad case of the _
42 Wealthy
43 Air (comb form)
45 Lope
46 Airy; aerial
47 Spoils
50 Copper or bronze money

Claim, charge
Beverage
From Gr. Ares (comb. form)
43,560 sq ft
Take advantage
Type
Footwear
Half qt (abbr.pl)
Pig pens

INTRAMURALS
Women's & Co-Rec Flag
Football entries accepted
Sept. 25-Oct. 2
Men's Flag Football
entries accepted
Sept. 25-Oct. 3

Ice Hockey
entries accepted
Sept. 27-Oct. 4
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Help Wanted

For Sale

Babysitter needed 6:30-8:30am
ASAP 373-0213.

Telemarketing positions m BG.
$8.00/hr plus commission Call 3539634. Can start immediately.

Brand new external Sony CD-RW
burner. 12 x 8 x 32. Never been
used, i link cable included. Asking
$250 354-0278

Babysitter needed PT M-F.
Children's ages are 16 mo. 3 yrs,
and 6 yrs. Must have experience, be
energetic, patient and love kids Excellent pay! Call eve. 874-7719 or
daytime 872-4477
Spring Break 2002 - Reps wanted
15 Sales=2 Free / 30 Sales=3 Free
"It's a No Brainer"
Cancun - Jamaica - Florida
& More!!!
For the Best Rates
Go To: sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

Consolidated Financial, a local business in Maumee, needs two professional individuals to do cold calling
two nights a week from 7-9 PM. This
is a great opportunity to get some
experience in the financial services
industry. The pay will be S10/hr. For
an interview please contact Kevin
Carroll 8 (419)891-3100

For Sale

s»|oo4 Roland port. 88 note, touch
sensitive digital piano-stereo in slice
out Hdphs . Peavey HKS. 40 wt.
tower amp, patch card, carrying bag,
other extras. $950 for everything.
••Yamaha console 42" piano, mint
The Kohler Bath House, a plumbing
cond!!! Prof, maintained by tech. for
& fixture showroom in Perrysburg, is the Toledo Symphony. In piano hulooking for a reliable, committed, midity system. Asking $1500.
419-874-8484
part-time person to help work nights
(Mon & Thurs.). and Saturdays until
1 pr. of blue CCM hockey pants XL.
2 Previous sales experience a plus,
Used but in great condition. Asking
paid hourly & commission Fax refor $40 Call 353-2842 ask for Brad
sume to 419-874-9529.
Students make $500 a week. Part
time selling custom printed shirts on
campus. Work for Midwest largest
college shirt printer.
1-800-554-0462. t-shirtszeroin.com.

89 SHO TAURUS
WAREHOUSE POSITION
ORIGINAL OWNER
Kellermeyer
Company-Bowling
354-6822.
Green Distribution Center has a lull
time warehouse position Sunday 91 Mazada Protege, am/fm stereo,
through Thursday from 5:00 PM to
automatic, 4 door. Clean, nice
1:30 AM with benefits after 90 days
condition. Asking $1200 or best
Duties include picking merchandise
offer. 352-0020.
and loading of trucks. Prior ware'94 Olds Achieva 2 dr. excellent
house experience preferred but not
necessary. Applicant must test drug cond. Sunroof. CD player. 76K miles
$5000 OBO. 697-4222.
tree and submit to background
check and be able to lift 60-100 lbs '99 V6 Cougar. $242 Mo Need out
on occasion. Will train on forklift. of lease 354-7379.
Call (800) 445-7415, Ext. 220 beAssorted kitchen items, small TV,
tween the hours of 8:00am and
kitchen table with chairs, and
5:00pm and ask for Helen.
microwave for sale. Call 353-4540
Bed - Queen pillow top, new, in
plastic. Full manufacturer's warranty. Retail $800 Sacrifice $189 Can
deliver. Call 419-392-7465.

DJ'S GOT VINYL?
Collection ol New Hip Hop. R & B.
and POP Records guaranteed to get
your next PARTY STARTED Over
200 titles in ALL, including 12s Irom
a/tists like Trick Daddy. Beanie
Sigel. Foxy Brown. Method Man.
D12. and many others. Worth
$1000. asking $600 or best offer
waxlova7169DR.com.
Gateway Laptop
Call Amanda
353-6166.
Macintosh power book 190 CS Includes software & int. modem $250
OBO Like new 372-0551
WEDDING OFF!!
Must sell 7 day/6 night FloridaBahama trip. $300 OBO Call 3538285

For Rent
2 & 3 bdrm. turn apt w/ AC
Available Now
352-7454
2 bdrm. female oriented apt.
No smoking
353-5074
House for Rent
424 E Wooster, 3 bdrm House
avail, immediately $7507mo Utilities
included Rel Req 353-7547.
One 3 room apt. available now
Newly decorated - in large house.
352-5822.
Two, 2 bedroom houses- close to
campus. Grad students pret.
Available now. 352-5822
Upper duplex available now.
Grad students preferred.
352-5822

Cla-Zel Theatre
Downtown BG • 353-1361
www cla-zel com

OUTDOOR PROGRAMS
BIG Fall Welcome

Eastern Orthodi
Christian Church

Outdoor Program Park Tour

Horseback Riding

1

Help Wanted

The Intramural Office is
hiring Officials for Rag
Football. Call 2-2464
or stop by BO Perry Reld
House for information.

Sunday, September 16, 2001
12:00pm-4:30pm
Cost: $3
Sign up In the Perry Field House

Answers
*

1 v

Greeks - Got News?
Let the Gavel know!!
Send info to 202 West Hall
or call 372-2440 or
email mlkimbler@aol.com
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The Department of

The Daily Crossword Fix

Flavor'.

jimcfrri^ans
STEAK HOUSE

163 SOUTH

MAIN ST -BOWLING GREEN

Ed Harris & Marcia Gay

-•^Welcomes

Pollock
5:00 7:30

BGSU students
to Sunday worship

R

Led Zeppelin

September 22 from 9:30am-3:00pm
Com* en)oy a beautiful early
fal afternoon along Brijfiton
State Park's scenic trafls.
The hour long guided tral
ride outfitted by Brighton
Riding Stables vM make
you want to get you back
in the saddle again.

The Song Remains
the Same

atl2il5pm
Fret- H11MS|K»i lu11<ii i to fjoleilo
is provtiled l;or more info...
Call>373-008i
K-nuiil: davidmariei3ihotmail.com
vtattourwcbsllE
http.V/toledo.faithweb.com

9:45

Cost: (30 Istudentsl; $35 Inon-mernbersl

OUTBACK^

Participant Mln/Max: 4/7

^s^STE A K H O USE®^
Sign up by September 19 In the Perry
Reld House

Vertical Reality: Climbing *
Happening
Saturday, September 22
•:00am-4:00pm
Sign up by September 19>
in the Perry Field House
Cost' $35 (members);
$40 (non-members)

Is Now Hiring:
Busers, Cooks, Servers
& Hosts/Hostesses
Needed

• lop wages

Bartenders, Bussers,
Hosts, and Servers

• Flexible Hours

to work at the Real Seafood
Company in International Park,
Toledo. Experience is needed.
Come in to fill out an application
between the hours of 2 and 4 pm
at 22 Main St.. Toledo
(across the river from Downtown).

• Health/Dental Insurance

• Paid vacations
• Quarterly Incentive bonuses
Apply in person
Mon. - Fit. 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road

Maumee, OH 43537
(Just a tew mlnutet from BO
Tak« I-475W to Dutsd-hjm right.)
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"One reason was to avoid isolation of students and give them the opportunity to be with other students and faculty."

SIDNEY RIBEAU

Ribeau defends keeping U. open
by Will E Sanders
THi BC HEWS

Stephanie Jesse fielded all
types of calls Tuesday, some were
students, some were family
members of students and some
just hung up on her when she
gave them the news.
lesse, a secretary for the presi-

dent's office, heard all types of
voices on the other end of the
phone. They were complaining
about why the college was still
open.
"It's un-American," one student said, another feared for his
life, and one grandmother called,
concerned about her grandchild.

According to the University
President, Sidney Ribeau, Ohio
University and Miami University
didn't close down their campuses. He also felt that neither should
the University for several reasons.
"The idea was two fold,"
Ribeau said. "One reason was to
avoid isolation of students and

give them the opportunity to be
with other students and faculty.
They needed a place to maintain
a place in normalcy of their lives.
When great tragedy strikes it
shocks you into a state of suspended animation. We are an
educational institution, we needed to provide an opportunity to

work it through in a way th.it
makes sense for students. If you
shut everything down then you
take away that opportunity."
He also said that the second
reason was because "the goal of
terrorism is to strike fear into
people so they can exploit that
fear." After the University was

THE BG HEWS

With the nation paralyzed with
shock and anger, the University
I remained open for classes, much
to the surprise of many students.
In his University Statement,
President Sydney Ribeau said
"Our first priority is for the welfare and safety of our stuilinls...Classes are not canceled
University-wide...As a campus
community, meeting in class is
an opportunity to support each
other in times of crisis
Freshman Rachael Easier
agreed with President Ribeau's
decision to keep the campus
open.
"I stand behind the President's
decision to stay open because it
gave students the opportunity to

mourn and openly discuss their
feelings towards the attack,"
Easier said.
Some students were, however,
not happy with the decision not
to close. Citing respect for the
dead and the Nation's state of
shock, those students said classes should have been canceled for
the remainder of the day.
"We should have closed, not
only out of respect, but, more
importantly, to watch history
unfold," said senior Frances
McCowan. "This is our country,
and we should see what's going
on as it happens."
Graduate
student
Rob
Bulanda, who is currently teaching an Introduction to Sociology
course, said, "I think that classes

Patriots rush
for Am. Flags
by David lehr
THE BC NEWS

Reacting to the terrorist activities on the East Coast, a run swept
through Toledo and Bowling
Green Wednesday.
It was not a run on the banks,
nor on the grocers. Rather, people
made a run on hardware stores
everywhere.
In an effort to display their support and patriotism, citizens
snatched up all numbers and
sizes of the United States flag.
Hardware stores both in Toledo
and Bowling Green witnessed a
drastic jump in sales following
Tuesday's attack.
"Last week, you couldn't give
the flags away, but Tuesday really
prompted sales," said Carol Halas
of lanney's Ace Hardware in
Toledo. "Between Tuesday and
Wednesday, we are getting wiped
out of flags."
As Toledo and local stores
watched their supplies dwindle,
more and more people came to

interns
safe in
N.Y.C.

should have been canceled. This
tragedy affects too many people,
directly and indirectly. This is the
most significant event in this
nation's history. Besides, trying to
teach with something of this
magnitude in everyone's minds
would be pointless."
Several professors were contacted regarding what they
would have done during
Tuesdays events, but none wanted to comment publicly on the
issue.
The University was one of the
only area colleges to stay open.
The University of Toledo,
University of Dayton, Owens
Community College, and Wright
State University canceled classes
Tuesday.

The BG News

Nine University students that
were interning at the Fashion
Institute of Technology in New
York City have been accounted
for and are considered to be safe
and unharmed.
Although Associate professor
Diane Frey said she has not
heard anything officially, one of
the students e-mailed a friend in
Bowling Green.
"We have not heard from parents," Frey said, "I'm guessing
that they have at least contacted
their parents." Frey said that she
was unsure as to whether those
nine students were going to stay
in New York or come home.
Frey said that she tried to contact the program director at FIT,
but so far has been unable to
receive official word as to exactly
how those University students
are.
The students, whose names
were not released, are in New
York as part of the Apparel
Merchandising and Product
Development program at the
University. Students have the
option to spend one year at FIT
as an intern as part of
the program.

R0TC
in shock
by Ionian Fonts
THE ec HEWS

the stores searching for flags. In
the first 36 hours since the attack.
Meijer on Alexis Road in Toledo
nearly depleted its small flag
stock. Meijer management
responded immediately by placing a rush order for at least 500
additional flags through their corporate headquarters.
Unfortunately, Meijer's warehouses do not store flags so the
vendor must produce and distribute them. Meijer hopes to
restock by the end of the week,
but if the vendor cannot come
through swiftly, it may take a few
days.
While no one predicted the
jump in sales, the personnel at
the stores were not all that surprised. Meijer worker lohn
Stewart
said
of
the
customers,"They just want to put
the flag in their yards to show
their support."
And the patriotism was not

Watching Tuesday's events
unfold alongside the civilian
sector, city and campus U.S.
armed forces affiliates reacted
from a similar perspective.
"In an issue Like this, I'm no
different from anyone on the
street who calls himself an
American," said Lt. Col.
Richard Laughlin, instructor
with the University's Army
Reserve Officers' Training
Corps. "And as far as I'm concerned, our cadets are just like
any other students."
Like their non-military
counterparts, ROTC cadets
and personnel huddled
around televisions with equal
surprise and disbelief, discussed the attacks in class,
and thought about friends
and relatives in New York and
the Pentagon.
And like other organizations, they canceled a ceremony scheduled for Tuesday
night, considering it the

PATRIOTS, PAGE 5
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Campus
security
increases
by David W. Stone
KeWn Vortiees I

DISPLAYING SOLIDARITY: An American Flag flies at halfmast yesterday on campus in Fraternity Row.

Gasoline panic does
not raise prices in B.G.
by Shannon E. Kolkedy
THE BG NEWS

My Bold BG Nan
GAS PANIC: Cars lined up outside gas stations Tuesday night as possible gas shortages were reported by the media. As of yesterday, prices in Bowling Green remained below $2.
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Campus endures
by Gree Zierotf

assured that there was no physical threat to anyone on campus,
the ;dea was to "move forward."
"We shouldn't be passively victimiz'.-d," Ribeau said. "But to
acth i;l' work it through in a way
that ?ives them (the students)

In the aftermath of Tuesday's
terrorist attack on U.S. soil,
Americans have been alarmed
by rumors of skyrocketing gas
prices throughout the nation.
According to lim McDermott,
manager of Barney's North
located at 1091 North Main St.,
rumors caused an influx in busi ness to the point where an individual had to stand at the
pumps and direct traffic.
Pam Myers, a manager
trainee, said the Speedway at
1650 East Wooster also experienced an increase in business
Tuesday
evening
and
Wednesday morning.
"We had people sitting on

Wooster St. trying to pull in to
get gas," Meyers said of the business Tuesday evening.
In spite of these rumors and
the increase of gasoline sales,
local service stations only raised
their prices immediately after
the attack. Wednesday morning, however, the prices
returned to normal and have
remained steady ever since.
"We have plenty of gas,"
McDermott said, "and our
prices aren't going up."
The American Petroleum
Institute (API) echoed that
thought
In an article on CNN.com,
Chris KeUey, API spokesman,
GAS, PAGE 5
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University police stepped up
patrols around campus after
reports of the attacks in N.Y. and
Washington D.C.
"We did increase the security
some," Weigund said. "Basically
we were concerned with
increased visibility. We had some
foot patrols around campus.
There was also an effort to get
into the dorms and make contact with the students and resident advisors around campus."
While there have been no incidents on campus or even in this
region, Weigund said it was still
important for students to remain
aware of their surroundings.
"The sooner that we are called
the better our response will be.
Often if a report is delayed the
incident may already be over
before we can respond."
Wiegund emphasized the
safety of the University students
was not threatened.
"We have no reason to believe
that there is any danger to campus or to students," said
Wiegund. "The incidents appear
to be targeted at financial and
military institutions and do not
seem to be expanding."
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"At this point I have not heard anything at all that would indicate anyone's
visa is in jeopardy. 1 think it's fear talking, but we (U.) have no reason
to believe that it's a cause for concern."

Arby's owners
address BG
Intl. students fear safety zoning board
ANNE SAVIERS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR THE CENTER OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

International students worried about
backlash from
Tuesday's attacks
reassured
by Mary Beth Wilfong
1K{ BG NEWS

For international students at
the University, the day after the
terrorists attacks was a time of
wonder and reflection.
All day Wednesday rumors
were flying around that international students were being
harassed and, depending on
how the situation could escalate,

that they might be in danger of
loosing their Visas. Anne Saviers,
associate director for the Center
of International Programs was
quick to dispel those comments.
"At this point I have not heard
anything at all that would indicate anyone's Visa is in jeopardy."
Saviers said. "1 think it's fear talking, but we (the University) have
no reason to believe that it's a
cause for concern."
Although Wednesday she had
a report of an international student who was afraid to go outside of the students apartment.
To address the students concerns and questions over the terrorist attacks, the Center of
International Programs sent out

an e-mail to the international
students over listproc to encourage discussion. The Center also
hosted a meeting Tuesday night
to to "keep a finger on the pulse
of the situation," said Saviers.
Sixty international students
attended.
Of the meeting, Saviers said
the overall consensus of the students was that they are just as
concerned and horrified over the
situation as American students.
Talking to the international
students has revealed that there
are mixed emotions, but no real
dangers.
"I'm really confused, I've come
from lapan and lapan is a very
safe country," said Miki Tanaka

freshman. "I feel very scared that
there will be war."
She went on to say that
although she has heard that students of Middle Eastern decent
have been antagonized by students today, no one has bothereo
her and that she was not concerned over loosing her Visa.
"It's very sad, sad, sad. There's
no other words to describe my
feelings about it," said Bensit
Lacour a junior from France.
He also said that he had no
problems on campus today with
harassment and that students
are normally friendly towards
him and curious about his country, and that if he does loose his
Visa, he will reapply.

by KJmbcny Dupes

PROSPECTIVE LOCATION

IHE BG NEWS

RTM, an owner of Arby's franchise, withdrew the variances
they had requested of the
Bowling Green Zoning Board of
Appeals to property on the corner
of Mercer Road and East Wooster
Street.
Six variances were requested,
including decreasing the amount
of green space on the side yards
and the two front yards to fit the
restaurant on tne 65-foot wide
property.
Paul Quinr, director of real
estate for RTM, and Toltell. the
engineering tomuany for RTM,
are going to go hj.-k and redraw
plans for the proposed Arby's
restaurant.
Zoning board of appeals members were concerned about the
number of variances requested
byRTMandthi tight propcrtions
of the property. Zoning board
member Delbert Brown said,
"there are too many variances for
one little piece of real estate."
Two variances were stricken,
though. RTM was asking for a
variance to put a sign in the front
yard allowance and in the visibility triangle of the intersection.
However, the sign pole and the
empty frame of the former Pizza
Hut sign remains on the property
and RTM agreed to use that sign
pole. As long as Arby's does not
change the height of the sign,
RTM does not need to request a
variance.
RTM was also able to strike the
request for a variance on the
amount of shade trees required.
Toltell had planned two, but three
are required. Quinn said, though,
an additional tree can be put in a
"green island" to meet the
requirement.
"My concern is the building is
surrounded by a constant flow of
traffic," said zoning board member Michael Frost.
While zoning board member
losef Keglewitsch had concerns
about the proposed plan for the
Arby's, he said he would like to see
the lot used and to have an Arby's
in town.

An Arby's fast Irjod restaurant
may appear on the corner of
Mercer Road and East Wooster
Street after winter break.

Quinn and RTM have considered other properties but "for a
myriad of reasons" the sites did
not work out. RTM has been trying to open an Arby's for several
years.
"We have wanted to come to
the Bowling Green community
for some time now," Quinn said.
"It is imperative to be on East
Wooster Street because college
students respond well (to Arby's)
and it was one of the closest sites
to the college."
Municipal Administrator John
Fawcett, on the behalf of the
Bowling Green city administration, said the zoning board
should give "favored consideration" to RTM's requests for variance.
"We recognize Arby's is strongly sought by University students,"
Fawcett said. Fawcett added that
through non-formal communication, University students frequently ask when an Arby's will be
built in the city.
"We are going to withdraw
everything this evening, not (o say
we didn't make progress," Quinn
said.
Keglewitsch said the proposed
changes "seem more palatable."
RTM will come before the
Zoning Board of Appeals on
Wednesday, Oct. 10 with a new
plan that would help reduce the
amount of variances requested.
If the variances are granted,
RTM's plan would still have to be
approved by the planning commission.
"We would like to be under
construction by mid-February,
early March," Quinn said.
Construction of the Arby's
restaurant would take approximately 75 to 80 days, according to
Quinn.

In Ohio, it is against the law to
fish for whales on Sunday and to
get a fish drunk.
The 1" Annual
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Entertainment
world mourns lost

a video wasn't needed to
promote it.

Among the list of hijack
victims, released by the
Associated Press, was a TV
journalist and a sitcom
writer.
According to several
reports, including FOX News
and Reuters, Barbara Olson
was aboard American
Airlines Flight 77. The plane
later slammed into the
Pentagon. She made two
phone calls to her husband
before the plane crashed.
Olson had appeared on
CNN, Fox News, ABC, NBC,
and CBS.
Also among the dead is TV
producer and writer David
Angell. According to Reuters,
Angell was on American
Airlines Flight 11, which hit
the north tower at the World
Trade Center.
Angell became a staff
writer for "Cheers" before
co-creating "Wings" and
"Frasier."

Publicist enters
'not guilty' plea

Close call for
country music star
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (API —
Country singer Kenny
Chesney had a close call
with the terrorist attack in
New York.
The singer had been
scheduled to Film a video for
his single "The Tin Man" on
Tuesday, the day the World
Trade Center was destroyed.
It was to have been filmed a
few blocks from the downtown towers.
"God works in mysterious
ways," Chesney, 33, told The
Tennessean for Wednesday's
editions. "I'm certainly glad I
wasn't there and I feel terrible for all the families who
have been affected by this."
The video shoot was canceled because executives at
BNA Records decided the
song was doing so well that

TODAY'S
EVENTS

SOUTHAMPTON, N.Y.
(AP) — An entertainment
industry publicist pleaded
innocent Wednesday to 26
counts stemming from a
crash outside a Hamptons
nightclub that injured 16
people.
Elizabeth Grubman,
whose clients have included
Britney Spears, is accused of
intentionally backing her
sport utility vehicle into a
crowd outside the
Conscience Point Inn in
Southampton, on eastern
Long Island, on July 7.
She was released on
$25,000 bail pending an Oct.
15 court appearance. Grubman's attorney,
Stephen Scaring, expressed
confidence that she will be
acquitted.
Sixteen people suffered
injuries ranging from cuts
and bruises to broken
bones.
The charges included second — and third —degree
assault, vehicular assault,
leaving the scene of an accident and operating a motor
vehicle while under the
influence of alcohol, a misdemeanor.
If convicted, Grubman
faces four to 8 years in
prison, said Drew Biondo, a
spokesman for the Suffolk
County prosecutor's office.

Local attractions
react to attacks
Several local attractions
closed their doors to the
public Tuesday in the wake
of the terrorist attacks in
New York City and
Washington D.C.
Both the Toledo Zoo and
COSI closed. When contact-

ed yesterday the Toledo
Museum of Art remained
open.
Several shopping malls,
including Franklin Park and
Southwyck, ended their
business days early and sent
employees home. Woodville
Mall officials were unavailable for comment.
Meanwhile, a representative
from North Towne Square
said that the center was
waiting for a corporate decision.
Most local attractions
were hoping to be back to
regular business hours by
yesterday.

Area concerts
canceled
98 Degrees have joined the
growing list of music acts
that have canceled or postponed shows due to the terrorist attacks in New York
City and Washington D.C.
The show was scheduled
to take place at Seagate
Center in Toledo last night.
Those with tickets will
receive refunds.
Both Ticketmaster.com
and Pollstar.com have
updated lists of canceled
and postponed shows. At
press time there was no
word as to whether the
upcoming Godsmack/Saliva
and Guess Who/ |oe Cocker
shows in Toledo were affected.
According to
Ticketmaster.com there are
other nearby shows that
have been effected. Tool's
performance at the B.J.
Nutter Center in Dayton has
been postponed. Lifehouse's
concert at Clutch Cargo's in
Pontiac, MI has been canceled. The Electric Light
Orchestra concert at the
CSU Convocation Center in
Cleveland has also been
canceled.
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Buckwheat Zydeco @ Howard's
Club H.

This workshop will teach students several methods of time
management.

"Carrie Mae Weems: Mirrors and
Windows" @ Willard Wankelman
Gallery, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Fiction Reading— Michelle
Herman, author of "A New and
Glorious Life" @ Prout Chapel,
7:30 p.m.

"Personal Space: Twelve
Contemporary Painters" @
Dorothy Uber Bryan Gallery, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Everclear Ticket Sales @ 9 p.m.
to midnight, Anderson Lobby.

Presentation: "How to Make Time
for Everything You Want to Do
— Including Studying" @

BOWLING GREEN

Counseling Center, 320
Saddlemire Student Services
Building, 4 p.m.

Woodside Quinn @ Easystreet
HAVE AN UPCOMING EVENT?
If you have a campus or city
event that you would like to have
listed in the calendar of events,
send an e-mail to lisabet2@hotmail.com or stop by 210 West
Hall with information on the
event.

Ticket prices are $15 for bleacher seats and $18 'or floor. There
is a limit of 6 tickets and a valid
student ID is required.

The deadline is 6 p.m. the day
before the event. Deadlines for
the weekend edition is 6 p.m. on
Sundays.

Industry comes to halt after attacks
by Matt Dentler

U-WIRE AUSTIN, Texas — A
series of Los Angcles-based
entertainment businesses and
venues have been postponed,
canceled or closed. Major events
that have been canceled included the 53rd Annual Primetime
Emmy Awards to a sold-oul
Madonna concert at The Staples
Center.
CBS made the decision to
cancel not only Sunday's scheduled Emmy Awards presentation, but also Wednesday's
scheduled Latin Grammy event.
"We are watching this national
tragedy unfold on television with
everyone else today with the
deepest sadness. Therefore, out
of respect to the victims, their
families and our fellow citizens,
the Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences and CBS Television will
postpone the 53rd Annual
Primetime Emmy Awards. We
will announce the date of our
award show at the appropriate
time," according to a statement
issued by both companies.
Another statement was issued
regarding the Latin Grammy
presentation. "Due to the
unimaginable events that have

occurred this morning, The
National Academy of Recording
Arts & Sciences, The Latin
Academy of Recording Arts &
Sciences and CBS have canceled
tonight's 2nd Annual Latin
Grammy Awards show. Our
heartfelt thoughts and prayers
go out to the victims, their families and everyone who has been
impacted by these horrific
events."
In addition, many Hollywood
studios were closed for business
Tuesday leaving phones ringing
as employees were ordered to
return home.
Walt Disney Studios left most
of its offices open, but did close
its popular Florida and
California theme parks. Indie
major Dons Gate Films
remained open, though an
employee source told the Texan
that many of their staff did
decide to go home on their own,
which they were encouraged to
do by studio heads. As the business day drew to a close,
Touchstone Pictures announced
that they would be postponing
the release of their big-budget
film "BigTrouble".
Paramount Classics also

anrounced Tuesday that it
would delay the release of the
Edw ird Burns romantic comedy
"Ski -walks Of New York" until
later in the year.
At Tie Staples Center, employees were evacuated and many
phone lines were down for the
dry. The highly anticipated
Madonna concert was canceled,
while a recorded statement
available at The Staples Center
office instructed 'hat it was
unknown if the pop diva's LA.
shows on Thursday and Friday
would be influenced by
Tuesday's events and the recently heightened security measures
on site.
There is no word when any of
these businesses or events will
begin full operation again. NBC
announced that their popular
late-night talk shows, "The
Tonight Show With lay Leno"
and "Late Night With Conan
O'Brien" will stop production for
the week. All major television
networks have allowed the necessary news programs to interrupt all scheduled prime-time
programming.
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TROPICAL DEPRESSION SOAKS FLORIDA
Heavy rain fell across parts of Florida on Wednesday as
a tropical depression developed over the Gulf of
Mexico. Rain spread over parts of the Great Lakes and
the West. Flood watches were posted for all of southem Florida and most of central Florida, the National
Weather Service said.
A forum of vitws and ideas

OURTAKE
THANKYOU
We are so proud of The BG
News staff.
At 8:45 am. Tuesday, TV and
radio stations announced a terrible attack on the U.S.
As the events unfolded, staff
members — recovering from the
previous night's late deadline —
rushed to the newsroom. Within
two hours, more than 40 staff
members and advising staff were
gathered in 210 West Hall, organizing our local coverage.
For over 12 hours, every possible lead, every possible angle to
stories were explored. On only a
few hours sleep, many of the staff
turned around and came back
yesterday morning with followup story ideas and an unwaivering willingness to work.
During the course of the day
Tuesday, three members of the
staff worked in Toledo compiling
information, and numerous staff
remained behind contacting
University officials and students,
and city officials from Ohio and

nearby states. This includes
Akron, Canton, Columbus,
Cleveland, Dayton, Detroit, Lima
and Pittsburgh.
Moved by the seriousness of
the news, and by the need to get
information to the campus, staff
members trusted their cars, cell
phones and camera equipment
to other staff members without
question. But when it came to
telephone and computer use in
the newsroom, it was brutal.
Everyone had to work fast so that
the next staff member could file
their information.
Our only regret is that not
every story or every photo taken
made it to print because of space
constraints, although our advertising department worked closely with us throughout the day,
rearranging ads and adding extra
pages when possible.
Our printer, The Findlay
Courier, permitted a deadline
that was three and 112 hours late
(the paper arrived at the presses,

driven by a staff member, at 2:30
am). Normally this is cause for a
verbal yelling the next morning.
Unfortunately the days' activities and late deadlines caused
many News staffers to miss their
classes. We ask that faculty
please excuse these students.
They were doing a tremendous
job on this side of campus, doing
the wo.k that many aim to do
after graduation.
Once again, Thank you to our
reporters, copy editors, photographers and design teams for
their quick thinking and cooperation in getting teriffic local coverage of the effects of the World
Trade Center and Pentagon
bombings.
We are incredibly proud of the
work you've accomplished.
Sincerely,
Amy |o I - Brown,
Editor-in-chief
Mary Beth Wilfong,
Managing Editor
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Students
enraged over
Ribeau not
closing U.
I am appalled by the lack of
respect shown by Bowling
Green State University in the
wake of these disasters, and
hold President Ribeau personally responsible for ignorant views
and bad judgment. Yes, the
University may be sirring in the
middle of a com field but that
does not mean that we are safe,
or even removed from die
tragedy that struck three of the
most important American landmarks yesterday. While all
around us businesses, schools,
universities, and sporting events
were canceled, the University,
under the guidance and supposed intelligence of President
Ribeau, did not miss a beat
I was in fact surprised that
there were even television monitors allowed outside of the
classroom depicting the horrific
scenes in New York and
Washington, D.C. After all, how
could diat possibly relate to us,
being so nice and cozy out here
in the com? Besides, all learning
goes on inside the classroom,
right? We couldn't have possibly
learned anything about respect,
mourning, or a little something
called solidarity! In a University
statement the Provost and faculty said that "Staying in session
was better for the students,"
when really it was just better for
business. I am appalled and disgusted by the President's "business as usual" attitude, and am
ashamed to admit that I am part
of this University.
ANGELA SHAHEEN
Student

I am writing this letter in
regards to the way the
University handled Tuesday's
national tragedy. I am finally a
senior, and have loved the
University from die first minute
I stepped foot on die campus. I
have nothing but utmost
respect for the University and all
of the wonderful qualities it
brings to the students, faculty
and staff. 1 have never had anything but terrific things to say
about the University. But on
Tuesday, I was shocked at the
way the disaster was dealt with
by the administration. The
attack on our nation is quite
possibly the worst in our history,
and my heart goes out to all
who have any sort of relation to
the victims, whether it be a
sauuiiNMuo
BG NtM gladly prints Letters to
the Editor and Guest Columns. Letters
should be less than 300 words and
Guest Columns tan be 500 to 700
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Tuesday. I realized that not
everything you need to know in
life is learned in the classroom,
and many times, it is learned in
times like this,
when we need to come
together as a University and as a
nation to help all who have
been affected.
To conclude this letter. I want
to be sure that everyone knows
my intentions. I am greatly saddened and have been troubled
since 1 first was informed of the
horrific event. I know that we, as
University students, and especially as a nation, cannot be
brought down. We are stronger,
more powerful and indestructible when we come
together. I just wish that the
University administration had
executed their chief core value,
respect for others, on this infamous day of remembrance.

friend of a friend or an immedi ate family member.
1 believe that our classes
should have been canceled for
the remainder of Tuesday. Not
because I am lazy and do not
want to go to class. Not because
I think that it would be a great
opportunity for some time to
myself. But out of respect. Isn't
respect one of this University's
core values? And has the
University not been fiercely
attempting to implement these
values on each of the students
by having our professors, RAs,
directors, and presidents speak
about them so often? 1 feel that
the University has completely
embarrassed itself by not showing the dignity and reverence
that the nation deserves in this
timeof calamity.
I don't know if it bothers anyone else, but let me just tell all of
you what exactly WAS shut
down on Tuesday, because obviously someone was thinking
that it would be appropriate. All
of the malls, the national baseball games, and even the Emmy
awards, which are not even
scheduled until Sunday, are
postponed out of respect. There
were other universities and colleges who had their cjasses canceled, and even grade schools
that were let out early. We are a
state university, and even we
were kept in school, with the
chance of being punished for
not attending class. The
University is one of die biggest
schools in this area, and we
have people from all over, yet
another aspect that this university tries to emphasize to its students. Our diversity and the fact
that we attract students from all
over the United States are major
elements of the campus, lust
because we are here in little
Bowling Green, Ohio, does not
mean that we do not have family, friends and loved ones who
happened to be in New York
City, Washington, D.C., or, even
on the planes tiiemseh/es, at the
time of the attack
I do want to thank those who
did hold services, memorials,
and especially the candle walk,
because those were the things
that probably got some of us
through the day. But why couldn't the rest of our administration
and even our University president have showed as the respect
and cooperation they try to
inflict upon us? I feel that by
holding classes on Tuesday after
this great disaster occurred, the
University has completely nullified their ever-so-crucial Core
Values. After today, I consider
them void in my eyes, for even
they could not cancel a half-day
of classes out of respect for our
nation and all of the lives lost.
I feel that I learned more
watching and listening to the
extensive media coverage than I
would have in any class on

words. Name, phone number and
address should be included lor verification. All submissions may be edited for
length and clarity. Personal attacks and
anonymous submissions will not be

CATIE LUTES
Student

Students
enraged over
Ribeau not
closing U.
I am a member of the
University student body and
also a member of the Ohio
National Guard. I have found
the way in which the student
body has addressed the state of
our government to be uplifting,
but is it all the country could ask
for? On the evening of
September 11, there was a silent
walk for victims of the days
events. In die middle of this
walk, a young man carried a flag
of United States of American, a
symbol of what this country
stands for. Many men and
women have lived and died for
what the flag represents, so in a
way, the flag is also a symbol of
their lives and the future lives of
the men and women who will
die fighting for it's cause. So the
next time you see the beautiful
flag of the United States of
America, do not let you hand
hang at your side, or your hat
stay on your head — but
remember those people that
those people die so you can
have your freedom today. Take
your hat off, place your hand
over your heart and give them
the respect that they deserve.
ANDREW C,m
Student
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printed. Send submissions to the
Opinion mailbot at 210 West rial or
bgnewsOlistproc.bgsu.etlu,
with the subject line "letter to
the editor" or "guest column."
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help them manage this tragedy."
Once Ribeau got back to campus he immediately had a meeting with all the senior level
administrators, and then asked
for an update on all the crisis
management planning. He
wanted to know that students in
the residence halls and other
facilities had access to residential
advisors, counseling staff and to
make sure students had an
opportunity to be around other
students.
"In situations such as this, I
think isolation is one of the greatest threats," Ribeau said. "We
wanted students to be able to
talk to faculty members and talk
to other students in their classes
to help them make sense of this
terrible tragedy. I didn't want our
students to be alone with all of
these news reports and no way
to channel their frustration, hurt
and anger."
In the meeting they also discussed services they would provide for students and make sure
they had access to student information in case of an emergency.
According to reports Ribeau
received throughout the day "by
and large, students still went to
class."

"Everybody has a different
way of dealing with tragedy and
grief," Ribeau said "We were trying to provide a wide range of
options so that students could
work through the tragedy and
resolve it in a way that they could
go on with their lives."
Ribeau also said that the campus tries to adhere to those same
principles President Bush talked
about Tuesday night.
"Terrorism directly strikes at
certain individuals, but one of
the secondary goals is to try to
intimidate, neutralize and paralyze an entire nation," Ribeau
said. "People are going to classes
and planning vigils. They are
doing it in a way that is constructive."
Ribeau also said that he
"thinks things went very well."
He added there was no incidents
on campus and no major problems in the residence halls yesterday.
"Our primary concerns is the
psychological and physical well
being of our students," Ribeau
said. "We were able to get
through a very awful, awful day
in a way that allowed our students to take the next step
towards stabilizing their world
again."

slightly Wednesday morning but
went back down before noon.
"I figure that if (the prices)
were going to go up," Elsten said,
"they would have by now. Ours
have stayed the same."
As a result of the increased
business earlier this week, local
stations expect to remain slow
over the next few days.
"Wfe'U probably be a little slow
for the next few days because

everyone has already filled up,"
McDermort of Barney's South
said.
Bowling Green service stations
report that prices remain
between $1.50 and S1.60 per gallon.
According to other news
reports, gas prices in Toledo are
ranging from $1.53 and $1.61 per
gallon.

required the transition immediately.
In addition to Meijer, the local
limited to Toledo, lacal Bowling
Green stores reported a similar Ben Franklin also saw sales rise.
spike in sales. The Meijer in Cashiers noticed the unusual
Bowling Green not only sold its number of flags sold, and at the
flags leftover from summer, but it same time. Franklin's patriotic
placed its entire winter stock on ribbon has become a hot comits shelves. Even though the" modity.
"Everybody's trying to show
change between seasons was in
progress, the demand for flags their American spirit," said

Sandy, a Ben Franklin sales associate.
In Toledo, a manager at the
Home Depot on Airport
Highway expressed confidence
in American patriotism. He
expected the brisk sales to continue saying that the country will
pull together like it always does.

control. By allowing students to
find ways of working through
their fear and grief, it gives students some stability to make
some sense to all of this. That
was important to us."
At the time of the East Coast
terrorist attacks, Ribeau was in
Columbus with the Inner
University Council, which is a
group of university presidents
from state colleges all throughout Ohio. There were 13 state
university presidents at the IUC
meeting.
"As the meeting progressed,
and conditions worsened, we all
came back to our home campuses," Ribeau said.
It was a long drive for Ribeau
as he endured heavy traffic from
Columbus to Bowling Green,
and three concerns were on his
mind the whole way back to the
campus.
"First there was a sense of real
tragedy and sadness," Ribeau
said. "Second would be the concern for safety and well being of
our students here at Bowling
Green and our faculty. And then
third, to make sure we were
engaging in the kind of crisis
planning that allows us to provide the support to students to

GAS, FROM PAGE 1

said, "There is a substantial
amount of gas available in all
parts of the United States."
In the same article, Kelley
added that any increase in gas
prices has to be dealt with
through local channels.
Mindy Elsten, a cashier at
Barney's South at 9% South
Main St. said that prices rose

PATRIOTS, FROM PAGE 1
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The Associated Piess

TOGETHER: University of Tennessee al Chattanooga students and faculty gather in prayer around an
American flag flying at half-staff yesterday morning, next to the UTC student center on the campus.
Many prayer services were held in Chattanooga and surrounding areas throughout the day.

The Associated Press

IN HONOR OF: Chris Hartzell looks over American flags at the shop Creative Banners, in Dayton, Ohio,
yesterday. Hartzell and many other people are purchasing flags to fly in honor of the victims who lost
their lives in the terrorist attacks of Tuesday. Hartzell bought a large flag to display at her business.
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wfal
Be a DJ.
Be on T.V.

Are you into Modern Rock? Metal? RPM?
WFAL Radio and Videobank Info Night has been
re-scheduled. It will now be TONIGHT
at 9pm in 121 West Hall.
Can't attend? Have questions?
E-mail wfal@wfalstalT.org,
call 372-8658. or visit wfal org.

RUSH
Pi Kappa Phi
(old fraternity row)

Tues., Wed. & Thurs.: 6:30 - 9 p.m.
Win a FREE ticket on
UNITED

Anywhere in the continental U.S.!
Drawing on Thursday. September 13. Winner must be present.
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wrong time for celebration.
"1 don't think words can
describe " what
happened
(Tuesday)," Laughlin said. "I kind
of wished today it would just have
been a bad dream."
While the talk in some classes
centered on causes and purposes
for the destruction, Laughlin said
they were more concerned with
returning to normal.
"Our plan is to get everybody
back on the straight and narrow.... We're here to develop leaders, and that is what we will continue to do."
Sgt. 1st Class B. Gordon Hesson,
career counselor with the Ohio
Army National Guard, spent
much of the day answering
numerous inquiries from families
of service personnel who may
have been involved.
He also expects normalcy to
return with time, and said regaining control will defeat the purpose
of the attacks, which was to disrupt daily life.
"The system is there, it's been
proven time and time again. If
people will sit back and take a
breath, we will find those responsible and things will go back to
normal."

BG NEWS

MLB: ALL GAMES POSTPONED TODA WHILE NATION MOURNS.

BRIEFING
Events canceled
Most sporting events and
related activities nationwide
remain cancelled or postponed.
Included in cancellations are
the Bawling Green men's and
women's soccer games this
weekend. The Falcon volleyball
team has also postponed its trip
to Colorado..
Notable college football games
cancelled include the
Washington-Miami game and
the San Diego State-Ohio State
game. Major League Baseball
stays postponed today and the
National Football League will
decide today whether to postpone their games.

Tennis
teams
ready to
play
by lason A. Dixon
THE BG NEWS

Among all the excitement surrounding the success of other BG
athletics, the men's and women's
tennis teams silently begin
preparing for the upcoming season.
Both teams are led by two
ambitious coaches. The men
went 19-10 and watched on of
their players, Vitek Wild become
the winningest player in the history of its program. The women
finished with an overall record of
8-14 and were plagued by injury
most of the season. But the new
season gives BG much reason to
believe success will continue and
grow in the 2001-02 season.

MONDAY
September 13,
2001
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Football game still on
by Nick Hiirm
THEKNWS

The Bowling Green Falcon
football team's titanic game with
No. 18 South Carolina will go on
as planned. According to the
South Carolina Gamecock's athletic website, the game will be
played Saturday, Sept. 15 at 7
p.m. pending Bowling Green's
ability to travel to Columbia
Bowling
Green
Sports
Information
Director
).D.
Campbell said as of 5:30 pm. yesterday evening that the team will

make the trip down to South
Carolina if transportation is
available
The decision not to cancel the
game due to the tragic terrorist
attacks on America Tuesday was
made following a teleconference
among the 12 athletic directors of
the Southeastern Conference.
"We are planning to compete
at South Carolina on Saturday as
long as we are able to safety travel by air on Friday to Columbia
and return immediately following the game," BGSU Athletic

Director Paul Krebs said."
"The Bowling Green State
University department of athletics joins the world in mourning
the great loss our country has
suffered," added Krebs. "We support our national leaders and
University community's desire to
return to our normal activities as
quickly as possible. While we
support returning to competition without interruption, we
recognize that we must ensure
that the safety and welfare of our
student athletes, coaches, staff

and fans remains our first priority. It is our intent to continue forward in the spirit of healthy competition."
Soulh Carolina Athletic
Director Mike McGee also had
words to say abvu the Iragedy.
"This is indeed e time of
mourning and a lime to remember those who L aycally lost their
lives during these horrific terrorists acts on Tuesday," McGee
said. "We have also lx«n reminded by President Bush that we
should never allcw terrorists to

Cooper
Pool near
complete
for use

War of Words Opposing college press writers speak their minds.
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by Erik Cassano
THE BG NEKS

Women's Preview
Penny Dean, women's coach,
is entering her 11th year at the
helms of the women's tennis
team and she has a lot to build on
coming off of last season.
"We were a senior dominated
team last year and our four
seniors helped our younger
players improve during a season
I felt we underachieved," Dean.
said.
The Falcons suffered heavy
losses, graduating four seniors.
However, their line-up is still
strong Senior Captain Devon
Bissinger, who ranks 14th with 45
singles wins and 9th with 55 doubles victories on Bowling Green's
all-time wins list returned as well
as sophomore trio Lisa Maloney,
Gaby Coello and lessica Johnson.
The team also added freshmen Cameron Benjamin, Laura
Kokinda, Lindsay Mix, Susan
Schoenberger and Came Leitch
that may be considered as one of
the best and heaviest recruitment in Dean's career, (will all be
a part of one of the best recruiting classes in Dean's tenure"This is a strong group of
freshman with a lot of enthusiasm and experience that will
help the team throughout the
year", Dean said.
The first BGSU Invitational is
on Saturday, Sept. 29 at 9 a.m.

Men's Preview
Last year, men's tennis
placed ahead of four of the Big
Ten schools placing 64th nationally leading the team to the most
wins since 1978 with 19.
The Falcons were led by, now
graduated Garret Gabel and AllMac First Team members Senior
Vitek Wild and lunior Geoff
Hiscox.
Wild and Hiscox will return,
along with Seniors Mike Kossoff
and Ed Kuresman and luniors
Nicolas Lopez-Acevedo, and
Peter Gardonyi.
Newcomers Ian Bliss and Joel
Carney join the team from St.
Bonaventure. )oel Carney brings
with him NCAA experience
"I don't think loel realizes how
good he is going to become. He's
been to the tournament, which is
going to help us late in the season," said lay Harris, head coach.
"Bliss probably has the best
all-around game on the team
and he has a tremendous upside
with a lot of experience for a
young player", Harris said
The combination of returning
and new players may prove to be
the combination for success.
"This team teamed how to win
last season and had an experience at the U.S. Open that
brought us closer together. We're
ready for the season to begin",
Kossoff said.
The men's tennis team begins
their season Friday, September
21
in
the
BGSU/Keefs
Invitational at 10 a.m.

restrict our freedoms or alter our
way of life."
"We also believe this will provide an important means for
allowing people to come together for the common cause of
expressing their support for the
victims and their families and the
countless heroes who participated in the rescue efforts," McGee
continued. We are asking all fans
to join in a pregame ceremony as
we honor those who have lost
their lives and pay tribute to this
country's resolve."

Mike LahmkuNe 8G News

HERE'S TO YOU: The BG football team salutes the fans after the Buffalo.game. An agreement was made by The BG News and The
Carolina Spectator to write opposing views about the game and publish them in each paper.

Opposing views collide
by David Clonmger
THE CAROLINA SPECTATOR

While
attending
the
University of South Carolina
College of Journalism and Mass
Communications, many of my
colleagues plus myself have had
the privilege of taking the Media
Law segment of the curriculum.
It's usually taught by a professor
who has one simple ride in his
class: Never go to Ohio.
Looking at USC's next opponent, the Bowling Green State
Falcons from (where else?)
Bowling Green, Ohio, I can see
why we are warned so fervently
about staying away from the
Buckeye State.
After surviving a scare at hostile Georgia last week, the
Gamecocks are flying high at 2-0
and No. 18 in the rankings. The
Falcons, meanwhile, are also 2-0
after big wins over Missouri and
(ahem) Buffalo. BGSU is revealing in its newfound football success, while South Carolina is
continuing the juggernaut path
through the Southeastern
Conference it started in the 2000
season.
Look out, sports fans, this
matchup might break onto the
Richter scale.
The Falcons, looking their best
like a bad impression of the
Cleveland Browns, are led by
head coach Urban Meyer and
are proud members of the MidAmerican Conference. With
such a stalwart band of uprisers
at its disposal, BGSU is sure to
come into Williams-Brice
Stadium today, play its collective
hearts out and hopefully cover
the spread.
Today offers a chance for the
Gamecocks to heal and rest the
soles of their feet from the brutal
beating they received from
Georgia's hindparts last week.

Plus, USC has a lot more on its
mind than some team from the
MAC, most notably a Thursday
tilt at Mississippi State
1 know there are some giantkillers lurking in the bushes out
there, but Bowling Green? The
name just doesn't conjure up
any significant amount of fear. 1
hate to break your hearts, Falcon
fans, but you weren't scheduled
for your football prowess.
This game was added to the
schedule because USC needed
another creampuff to squash
before it starts a bear of
anSoutheastern
Conference
schedule. With Boise State and
the motherless Clemson Tigers
taking the other two non-conference spots, USC decided to play
as easy a game as possible for
Week Three.
The only mystery in this game
will be around Gamecock Ryan
Brewer, who at 5-foot-10and215
pounds is bigger than most of
Bowling Green's campus. An
Ohio native (something we don't
hold against him), Brewer set a
standard during the 2001
Outback Bowl by blasting
through the Ohio State defense
for three touchdowns on his way
to the MVP award.
The mystery is just how many
positions USC head coach Lou
Holtz will let Brewer play while
dismantling yet another team
from his home state. (A word of
advice - the next time you have a
local lad who rushes for 7,656
yards and scores 761 points in
high school. RECRUIT HIM.)
. Two
weeks
ago,
the
Gamecocks tore through a
bunch of jokers who play, on
blue turf and live on potatoes.
Today we get a team with a
coach named after a housing
GAMECOCKS, PAGE 7

by Nick Hum
THE eC HEWS

It's easy to imagine a South
Carolina fan looking at the
2001 Gamecock Football
schedule.
"Ah, Florida on Nov. 10.
Aren't they the favorite to win
the National Championship?
That will be a great game."
"We play Clemson the last
game of the season! They have
that Heisman candidate at
quarterback,
Woodrow
Dantzler. We'll get to see him
come on our turf one more
time before he goes pro."
"Uh-oh, we play Bowling
Green? Wait a minute, who is
Bowling Green? Where in the
world is Bowling Green?"
For all of you who are
unaware, Bowling Green is a
small town in Northwest Ohio,
lust east of the town is the state
University, which enrolls more
than 19,000 students. Our
mascot is the Falcon. Our team
colors are Orange and Brown.
Our last winning season in
football was in 1994.
In 1991 and 92', BG won the
California Raisin Bowl and Las
Vegas Bowl respectively. Since
that point, the Falcons have
slowly declined to the point of
mediocrity.
BG fans can relate to the
woes all of the South Carolina
supporters had in 98' and 99'
when the Gamecocks went 121. BG wasn't quite as bad, but
there was the general feeling
that the program wasn't going
anywhere.
Then
last
December football coach
Urban Meyer came into town
and changed the mindframe of
the University and community.
He brought hope back to BG
football
Remind you of anyone
i

down there? I'm not trying to
compare Meyer to the
Gamecocks beloved coach Lou
Holtz. but Meyer has emulated
his former boss at Notre Dame.
Meyer is setting forth the standards to make BG a winning
program.
As the 27 point underdog,
Bowling Green Falcons believe
they can come into, Columbia,
South Carolina and win. lust
the same as the Gamecocks felt
when they hosted Florida with
an 0-9 record in 98'. BG has
nothing to lose. They have a
handful of seniors, especially
on the defensive side of the
ball, that are sick of losing.
After beating Missouri on the
road and shutting out Buffalo,
they are finally gaining the
confidence they need to learn
how to win.
Once again, a very parallel
situation to where the
Gamecocks were last year. The
players know how hard of a
task it would be to beat USC
and a few of them told me they
will have to play the perfect
game. The important part,
though, is that they believe.
Good fuck to both teams and
we hope for a great game in
this time of sadness.

A note to Ryan Brewer:
There is a lot of support for
the Gamecocks in Ohio. A lot of
people in the Buckeye state
were glad to see South
Carolina beat Ohio State in last
year's Outback Bowl. Mainly
because Ohio State deserves
every yard that USC runningback/receiver Ryan Brewer
shoved down their throat for
not signing him. Brewer's legacy in Ohio will remain for a
FAIC0MS,PAGE7

The renovation of Cooper
Pool in the Student
Recreation Center is near
completion, and may open
as soon as next week.
The pool, where the BG
varsity swimming and diving teams compete, underwent a face lift this summer
that included aesthetic
improvements such as a
new floor-to-ceiling coat of
white paint, and structural
changes like new tile floors
on the pool deck and new
filter pumps.
In addition, windows
were placed in the room
and in the SRC's basketball
courts, and new weight
equipment was purchased
for the second-floor workout area. Air conditioning
was installed throughout
the facility.
"Bowling Green had the
first, jf not one of the first,
purely student recreation
centers when it opened in
1979," said Larry Spencer,
associate director of recreation sports. "It hasn't had
any big-time stuff done, so
it was in need of a face lift."
Spencer said one of the
most overlooked aspects of
the renovation is how many
things got done in a relatively short period of time.
The installation of the new
filter pumps and the air
conditioning was started in
mid to late lune. The
pumps are nearly eight feet
tall, and the air conditioning required a new room to
be built alongside the SRC.
"A tremendous amount
of work went into this in a
short period of time," he
said. "We want to let the
University see what we are
doing to stay current."
Cooper Pool is Olympic
regulation 50 meters long
and 25 yards wide. It is
equipped with 1- and 3meter diving springboards
and 5- and 7 1/2 meter diving platforms. Spectator
bleachers are located on an
upper deck along the pool's
north side. Behind the
bleachers is a game room,
the planned area as of now
for a climbing wall to be
installed at some point.
Spencer said the SRC is not
yet sure of the wall's specifications or when it will be
built.
Spencer said the SRC
would also like to renovate
the entrance area of the
facility in the future to provide more of a "welcome
area" for students.
"One of the things we are
hoping for in the future is to
have a celebration right at
the start of the school year
to introduce students to the
changes we have made
right off the bat," he said.
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Choice: 'Whether to forfeit of fly away'
GAMECOCKS, FROM PAGE 6
development and a Picasso painting for a logo The Falcons will be
coming into a stadium featuring
almost three times the population
of the city of Bowling Green against
a team still riding the emotional
wave of a last-second win over the

BG NEWS

Ohio State looked past a lot of talent
FALCONS, FROM PAGE 6

Take pity on BGSU, fellow
Gamecocks. We were once in its
place, being scheduled for other
team's Homecomings and being
eliminated from national title contention shortly after the second
game of the season. There's no need

to gloat, especially if the Gamecocks
continue their run of huge wins
over Ohio teams (24-7, Ohio State,
2001; 77-14 over Kent, 1995; 42-19
over Miami of Ohio, 1972).
The Falcons need only make one
choice: whether to forfeit or simply
flyaway.

Many of us saw him play or
watched him on film when he
played for the Troy Trojans. He
was graceful, yet powerful. He
seriously left us with our mouths
wide open saying "My god, this

Campus Events

Travel

Travel

EDUCATION ABROAD
INFORMATIONAL SESSION
Come learn about the many study,
travel, volunteer and work abroad
opportunities available to you! The
session will be held on Wednesday,
September 19 Irom 7:00-8:00 p m.
in 215 Olscamp Hall. Call 372-0309
with questions.

• 1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida. Now hiring Campus Reps.
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

hated silver britches.

long time.

kid is good." There was another
runningback on that Troy team
named Matt Dahlman. I think
they were the best combination
of runningbacks in high school
fooiball that 1 will ever seen.
As an Ohioan, I apologize to
Mr. Brewer for an awful recruiting

performance by Ohio universities. Hopefully you won't taste thr
same revenge against the Falcons
as you had against the Buckeyes.
If it makes you feel bertcr, most of
the Falcon players were snubbed
by Ohio Slate as well.
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WFAL RADIO AND VIDEOBANK
INFO NIGHT RESCHEDULED
New date and time is this Thursday
at 9pm. 121 West Hall.
wfalOwfalstatt org 372-8658.

Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS,
Americas 01 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas or
Florida. Promote trips on-campus to
earn cash and tree trips. Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4849
or wvm.ststravel.com

WINTER AND
SPRING BREAK
BEACH & SKI TRIPS
OONTOELAVI
WWW.SUNCHASE.COM
1-800-SUNCHASE
Wanted! SpringBreakerrI Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send you
on Spring Break to Cancun, the Bahamas, Jamaica, or Mazatlan FOR
FREE! To lind out how, call 1 -888777-4642 or e-mail
iltat'Utis cum

Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tes;ed
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals

Greek* - Got News?
Let the Gavel know!!
Send info to 202 West Hall
or call 372-2440 or
email mlkimbler@aol.com

NOTICE
The Bowling Green Slate University
("BGSU") Chapter ol Sigma Alpha
Epsilon Fraternity ("Fraternity") was
suspended by its National Organization and is not currently operating at
BGSU. Any individuals holding
themselves out at BGSU as active
members ol the Fraternity are doing
so improperly and may be subject to
legal action Anyone who pledges
th s inactive group is doing so at
their own risk and will not be
recognized as such by the
Fraternity or BGSU
BGSU SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Unlimited tanning. 1 mth. $30. Fall
special: buy 2 mths get 3rd mth
tree. Campus Tanning. 352-7889

ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
IMMEDIATE HIREI
Part Time
Less than one block from Campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 Shifts available:
A Shift: 7:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
B Shift: 10:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
C Shift: 1:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
Possibility of working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid for 3!
354-8802
354-8703

RESIDENTIAL ASSISTANT-assist
persons with MR/DD with daily living
skills in a Residential setting No experience necessary. Positions available ranging from 17 to 71 hours biweekly. $9.00-$ 12.25 per hour
based upon experience. High school
diploma/GED required Application
packet may be obtained trom Wood
County Board of MR/DD, 11160
East Gypsy Lane Rd., Bowling
Green, Ent. B. Monday-Friday,
8:00am-4:30pm. E.O.E.

BMMMAMMA
Do you enjoy helping others and
spending time with friends? Have
you always wanted to be Involved
In a sorority but couldn't afford
to? How about ioining the sisters
of Omega Phi Alphal Find out
more about us at our Information
Nights:
Sept. 13 Founders Keepers
Offenhauer West
Conference Room
Sept. 17 Harshman Activity Room
Sept. 19 Kohl Locked Lounge
MacDonald West Lounge
Q*A Q»A Q4>A OKA Q4>A
" Dance Marathon 2002 "
Core Committee Applications
available Sept. 10-14 at the Dance
Marathon office- 450 Saddlemire
Must be turned in by Fri. Sept. 14 at
5 pm.

Wanted

Female looking for 2 subleasers to
share 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm. apl. Close
to campus Call Jamie 419-3080282
Male or female rmte. needed. Own
room. Main St. BG call 352-4434.
Male or female roommate needed
ASAP
353-2198.
Sublessor wanted. Perfect tor single
prof, or graduate student. 1 bdrm.
apt. S325/mo. plus electric. Call 3526469

Attention: Semester Work
Continue working through fall semester. $14.15 base-appt.. guaranteed starting pay. Fun work environment w/ other students. 1040/hrsVwk. around classes.
Coops/Scholarships awarded, conditions exist Customer
service/sales, no telemarketing, no
door-to-door sales. No experience
necessary, we train. Must have positive attitude & good people skills.
Call Mon.-Fri 9a-6p, Sat. 11-3.
874-1327
www.workforstudents.com/np.
ATTENTION: WORK FROM HOME
$500 - $2,500/mo PT
$3,000-$7.000/mo FT Free
booklet, www.wellprovid9d1or.com

(800)919-6626.
Babysitter needed PT M-F.
Children's ages are 16 mo, 3 yrs.
and 6 yrs. Must have experience, be
energetic, patient and love kids. Excellent pay! Call eve. 874-7719 or
daytime 872-4477.
Babysitter needed 6:30-8:30am
ASAP 373-0213.
Child care lor 2 toddlers in Perrysburg home. 1 full day or 2 half days
per week. Very flexible.
419-872-2148.

OUTBACK
VsJIEAKHO USE®^

Is Now Hiring:
Busers, Cooks, Servers
& Hosts/Hostesses
• Top wages
• Flexible Hours
• Paid Vacations
• Health/Dental Insurance

• Quarterly incentive bonuses
Apply In person
Mon. - Fit 2-4
401 W. Dussel Road
Mqumee, OH 43537

Desks clerks needed for local motel
3-4, 8 hr. shiftsAveek. Must work
weekends. Different shifts avail. Inquire at Buckeye Inn & Studios. MF, 8-4.
Greeks - Got Newa?
Let the Gavel know!!
Send info to 202 West Hall
or call 372-2440 or
email mlkimbleraaol.com
Lawn Maintenance-Part & Full Time
Knickerbocker Lawns
352-5822
Now hiring. Mountain jacks Steak
House. 5335 Airport Hwy . Toledo
Apply in person.

(Just a lew minutes from BGf
Take I-475W to Dune)-turn right.)

The Daily Crossword Fix
1 Away
2 Before (poetic)
3 Sherlock's friend
4Boat
5 Presidential nickname
6 Nay
7 Scary
8 Fall month (abbr )
9 Behold
10 Fruit
11 Put away
16 Follower (suf)
18 Morning
21 Believes different than church
22 Sun
23 Replied
24 Conceal
25Frsh

Consolidated Financial, a local business in Maumee, needs two professional individuals to do cold calling
two nights a week from 7-9 PM This
is a great opportunity to get some
experience in the financial services
industry. The pay will be $10mr. For
an interview please contact Kevin
Carroll 9 (419)891-3100.
Spring Break 2002 - Reps wanted
15 Sales=2 Free / 30 Sales=3 Free
It's a No Brainei"
Cancun - Jamaica - Florida
& More!!!
For the Best Rates
Go To: sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
Students make $500 a week. Part
time selling custom printed shirts on
campus. Work lor Midwesl largest
college shirt printer.
1 -800-554-0462. t-shirtszeroin.com.
Telemarketing positions in BG.
$8.007hr.plus commission Call 3539634. Can start immediately.
The Kohler Bath House, a plumbing
& fixture showroom in Perrysburg, is
looking for a reliable, committed,
part-time person to help work nights
(Mon S Thurs). and Saturdays until
2. Previous sales experience a plus,
paid hourly & commission. Fax resume to 419-874-9529.
Try Fund-U. a no cost fundraising
program that's easy and reliable.
Call 1 -866-48-FUND-U or visit
www.fund-u.com

26 Clot

Across
1 Some
4 Person from Denmark
8 Kind of ear (abbr)
12 Southern constellation
13 Reed instrument
14 Layer
15Gotobed
17 Fink
19 Preposition
20 Pig pen
21 Male reference
22 Stitch
23 Sneaker
25 Expression of surprise
26 Leave
27 Own (Scot.)
28 Ban
29 Under
32 Ego
33 Wiry
35 Radium symbol

URSAR
SiHiTvsuTiKTsE

36 Lure
38 Can
39 Skillet
40_odds
41 Noise
42 Wale
43 Rule
45 Military command labor.)
46 Put
47 Either
48 Err
49 Canadian pro/ince
52 Turn
54 2ip_
56 Appendage
57 Vortex
58 Garden
59 Look

45 Note on musical scale
46 Gun
48 Sneaky
49 Poem
50 Small
51 Eon
53 Announcement (abbr)
55 Overdose (abbr)

For Sale

For Sale

Assorted kitchen items, small TV,
kitchen table with chairs, and
microwave lor sale. Call 353-4540

Macintosh power book 190 CS. Includes software & int. modem $250
OBO. Like new. 372-0551

Bed • Queen pillow top, new, in
plastic. Full manufacturer's warranty Retail $800 Sacrifice $189 Can
deliver. Call 419-392-7465.

WEDDING OFF!!
Must sell 7 day/6 night FloridaBahama trip $300 OBO Call 3538285

Brand new external Sony CD-RW
burner. 12 x 8 x 32 Never been
used, i link cable included. Asking
$199. 354-0278.

For Rent

For Sale

••1994 Roland port. 88 note, touch
WAREHOUSE POSITION
sensitive digital piano-stereo in slice
Kellermeyer
Company-Bowling out. Hdphs., Peavey HKS, 40 wt
Green Distribution Center has a full tower amp, patch card, carrying bag,
time warehouse position Sunday other extras. $950 for everything.
through Thursday from 5:00 PM to ••Yamaha console 42" piano, mint
1:30 AM with benefits after 90 days. cond!!! Prof, maintained by tech. for
Duties include picking merchandise the Toledo Symphony. In piano huand loading of trucks. Prior ware- midity system. Asking $1500.
house experience preferred but not
419-874-8484
necessary. Applicant must test drug
1 pr of blue CCM hockey pants XL.
free and submit to background
Used but in great condition. Asking
check and be able to lift 60-100 lbs
on occasion. Will train on forklift. for $40. Call 353-2842 ask for Brad
Call (800) 445-7415. Ext. 220 between the hours of 8:00am and
'89 SHO TAURUS
5:00pm and ask for Helen.
ORIGINAL OWNER
354-6822

VERY
IMPORTANT!.

28 Inlet
29 Bread
30 Spoken
31 Need
33 Bed
34 Dorsal
37 Squawk
39 Flower parts
41 Rumba
42 Dampen
43 Ore vein
44 Dry

91 Mazada Protege, am/fm stereo,
automatic, 4 door. Clean, nice
condition. Asking $1200 or best
offer. 352-0020.

DJ'S GOT VINYL?
Collection of New Hip Hop. R & B.
and POP Records guaranteed to get
your next PARTY STARTED. Over
200 titles in ALL. including 12's from
artists like: Trick Daddy. Beanie
Sigel, Foxy Brown, Method Man,
D12, and many others. Worth
$1000, asking $600 or best offer
waxlova716CDR.com.

'94 Olds Achieva 2 dr excellent
cond. Sunroof, CD player. 76K miles
$5000 OBO. 419-697-4222

Gateway Laptop
Call Amanda.
353-6166.

2 4 3 bdrm. furn. apt w/ AC
Available Now
352-7454
2 bdrm. apt College St opposite
campus. $400/mo.,util. mcl. Ref. &
dep. req Call after 6:30pm 3536181.
2 bdrm. female oriented apt.
No smoking
353-5074
House for Rent
424 E. Wooster, 3 bdrm. House
avail, immediately $750/mo. Utilities
included Ref. Req 35J-7547
One 3 room apt. available'now
Newly decorated - in large house
352-5822.

Help Wanted:

Quiet 2 BDRM with yard;
Central location.
352-9197
Two, 2 bedroom houses- dose to
campus. Grad students pre!
Available now. 352-5822
Upper duplex available now.
Grad students preferred
352-5822

for Student Organizations.
Needed

Do not miss the
Student Organization
Officer Advisor Workshop!!!
Representatives of the Bursar Office will
explain the new procedures for managing
and accessing your organizations' budget.
Plus lots of important information your
organization needs to know.

Bartenders, Bussers,
Hosts, and Servers
to work at the Real Seafood
Company in International Park,
Toledo. Experience is needed
Come in to fill out an application
between the hours of 2 and 4 pm
at 22 Main St. Toledo
(across the river from Downtown).

*#%£*"**
lUhanw Party

I63 SOUTH MAIN ST - BOWLING GMEN

Bowling Green State University
Counseling Center

Cruise
Cancun
Jamaica
Florida

$279
$399
$439
$119

7 rights • Panama C*» Oaywna. Sous* Boat*

■priagbrcaktrarcLcon - Our 15th Year!

Officer Advisor Workshop
This Tuesday, Sept. 17
6-8 pm
Olscamp 115

1-800-678-6386
MMGPOSfllKIIIGBWW

Saturday, Sept. 22,
eW
10:00 a.m. -5s00p.ro.
For further information or to register,
please call 372-2081
BGSU Counseling Center
Division of Student Affairs
320 Saddlemire Student Servicei Bldg.

OMtoiasumaan
Any questions, call the Office of Campus Involvement 0372-2343.

Free to women students,
faculty, &
staff

Supported by funding rrpra the Women') Health Scc.lon, Ohio Department of
Health, Bureau of Heal* Promotion and RUk Reduction, and Medical College
of Ohio AHEC Program.

AT THE DRIVE-IN
Sundance Kid
offers movies
under the stars
-page 3
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Welcome to the'BG Weekly ; enjoy
LISA
BETTINGER
Entertainment Editor
It's a question that has been asked
of me a lot lately. "What happened to
the NOW section?" This semester
The BG News decided to expand our
entertainment coverage in order to
cover more events on and off campus. BG Weekly is just part of it We
also include the entertainment page
dairy in the newspaper.
We've also brought back and
expanded the calendar of events. If
you are a member or leader of a campus organization with an event, just
e-mail the information to the entertainment desk Look at it as a form of

free advertising. And nothing is better than free.
The first week's edition had some
glitches; we hope you forgive us. It
will get better. Our goal is to be a
source for information on area
attractions, campus events, music,
movies, and everything else entertainment
There, now that we got that business out of the way, it's time to look at
what is going on in entertainment
Nothing is bigger on campus than
the upcoming Everclear concert For
the past few years University
Activities Organization has had a
very successful string of shows and
events. It's nice to see that a concert
was included for the homecoming
weekend.
While it may not be grabbing massive headlines, the Buckwheat

Zydeco show at Howard's Club H
would definitely be worth your
while. The ticket price is a bargain
compared to what you would have
paid if you saw him in Toledo.
Toledo, which had a fairly dormant summer concert season,
seems to be picking up a huge lineup of live shows. Godsmack and The
Guess Who are playing this month
alone. Boy band huffs will have their
temperatures rise when 98 Degrees
plays at the Stranahan. To top it all
off, Ratdog. which features members
from the Grateful Dead, is also coming to the area
So, the music scene's looking good,
but I can't explain what is up with the
movies. With a few notable exceptions ("Shrek." "American Pie 2") this
summer was a dud for movies. I only
saw "Moulin Rouge" (It's a Ewan

McGregor movie. I had to see it), and
"American Pie 2." "Shrek" is about
the only other thing that I want to see
among the pile of poor sequels and
sorry excuses for story lines.
Hopefully the holiday season will
make up for that
Of course, there is a whole lot
more I could talk about but the less
time 1 babble, the more time you
have to look through BG Weekly.
Remember, if you are part of a campus organization with an event,
check out the calendar of events for
more information on how to tell us
about your event. If you have a question or comment about what we, or
any other part of the paper is doing,
please tell us. E-mail us at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.
Hope you enjoy this week's edition
of BG Weekly.
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4645 HEATHERSDOWN BLVD • TOLEDO

NOW!!!!

SAT•OCT 617:30PM

TICKETS AT THE STRANAHAN THEATER BOX OfEICE (4191 J81 KM',1 INO SIRVICI CHARGE)
(«h.>r>»..ar.-r LHJI11 IS & CHAPCI B» PHONI M11U74 1UI
PURCHASE TICKETS ONLINE AT lickptiruslfr.com
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Parrotheads
unite in PA
by Stet Hamilton

l-WIII

UNIVERSITY PARK. Pa.- Bryce
Figdore takes Jimmy Buffet pretty
seriously. So seriously that he spent
his entire weekend on the road
attending concerts. So seriously he
spent the start of fall semester officially uniting fellow Buffet fans at
Pennsylvania State University.
Figdore is president and founder
of the new Parrothead Club at Perm
State, which has been designed to
serve as a forum for discussion,
appreciation and enjoyment of the
music and philosophies of Jimmy
Buffet. It is a club appropriately
named for Buffet's avid fans.
The club is modeled after the
national organizations of Parrothead
clubs, including clubs based out of
nearby Harrisburg and Pittsburgh,
where Alfano said the club is "really,
really active."
The idea to create a Parrothead
Club at Perm State originated when
Figdore initially visited the university.
Upon realizing that such a club did
not exist, he decided to form one on
his own. He figured out of 40,000 students, there had to be a few limmy
Buffet fans.
Figdore began his quest for a
Parrothead dub by posting fryers
during the spring The feedback he
received was promising, 54 e-mails
were sent to Figdore from interested
students the first day alone.
The Parrothead Club currently
consists of 23 students who are very
serious about Buffet. There is a point
system within the club where members receive credit for things such as
attending functions, meetings and
serving as officers.
"This club is the the type of organization where you have a common
bond with other parrotheads",
Alfano said. He calls the limmy
Buffet concert experience "amazing."
The club has also been designed to
"help lads relax and to lack-back"
said Alfano. He said the aura of
limmy Buffet music is a "warm community, for people who love music,
and love to enjoy life."
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Movies under the stars and a blast from the past
by Tasha Sterner
IHE BG NEKS

Tail lights blink red as the line of
vehicles slowly inches forward.
Behind a row of booths, a large
screen sits in the background.
Families, couples and the occasional
individual park their cars, adjust their
radio dials and lean back to take in
the view.
On any given summer night, this is
the scene at the Sundance Kid Drivein, located on Route 2, east of Toledo.
"There's something about it (the
Drive-in)," said Keven Christy, manager of the Drive-in. "It's unique, special and different."
Jim Walter, president of Great
Eastern Theatre Company that owns
the Drive-in. agreed.
"I think people like being outdoors,
in their cars, doing their own things,"
Walter said.
The drive-in, nicknamed "The
Kid," has two screens facing each
other with enough room for more
than 700 vehicles.. Cars can get as
close as 70 feet to the larger screen,
which measures 100 feet long and 40

feet high. The second screen is 70 feet
long and 35 feet high. It is one of the
few remaining drive-ins in Ohio.
"We're the only one left," Christy
added. "There used to be seven or
eight drive-ins in the Toledo area."
Drive-in theaters usually have a
difficult lime keeping steady business. Walter said this makes location
a big part of a drive-in's survival.
"The only place they are successful
is close to a good population base,"
Walter said.
However, Christy said business is
good and it is not uncommon for the
Kid to be filled to capacity.
"We can sell out two hours before
showtimes on good weekends,"
Christy said. "Even on slower nights,
we could have at least 150 to 200 cars
here."
Walter said the season for the Kid
usually runs from the third weekend
in April to Halloween, weather permitting During the summer months,
movies are shown every night.
There are a wide range of people
who go to the Kid, but many of those
are baby boomers who bring their

children for the experience.
"I'd say 80 to 85 percent that come
are families," Walter said. "It's like it
was in the '50s; children coming in
their pajamas, bringing a thermos."
Christy, who is also vice president
and general manager at Great
Eastern Theatre said. "It's more family-oriented. We have lot lizards
(security) that walk around during
the night so it's safe. It's not really a
passion pit anymore. We still get couples, but it's mostly families."
The Great Eastern Theatre
Company owns several other theaters including the Spring Mill Drivein in Mansfield and a Paramount cinema in Fremont.
The Sundance Kid Drive-in
opened in the mid-1950s as The
Parkside Drive-in. According to
Walter, the name changed in 1987.
The company owned another Toledo
Drive-in, the Butch Cassidy Drive-in,
or the Eastside Drive-in, which
closed in 1993.
The Kid received national attention when it was named one of the
top 10 drive-ins in the country by

Playboy Magazine. The magazine
chose the drive-in as part of its summer feature in the August 1998 issue.
The drive-in has been undergoing
renovations over the last three years
and other improvements are being
made including landscape work and
plans to build a new concession
stand. There has also been the addition of "The Pit," an area in front of
the smaller screen, which was
cleared to let cars park less than 100
feet from the screen. Before, cars
couldn't get closer than 200 feet.
Electric and plumbing have recently
been updated as well as a new coat of
paint added to the screem towers.
Walter also said that their are discussions of possibly adding a third
screen.
Christy said that he wants to let
everyone know that the Sundance
Kid Drive-in will be around for a long
time.
"I can't imagine this not being
here," Christy said. "It's a fun time just
like it used to be; we're just making it
more modem."

Sundance Kid Drive-in
The Sundance Kid Drive-in is
located on 4500 Navarre Ave. in
Oregon. It is across the street
from Pearson Park.
The phone number is (419)-6919668.
The box office opens at 7t30
p.m.
Adult admission is $6.50 while
admission for children 6 to 12 is
$2.00. Children 5 years old and
under are free.
This weekend the drive-in is
offering "The Princess Diaries"
and "Rush Hour 2" on screen
one and "American Pie 2" and
"Jeepers Creepers" on screen 2.

'Superior Survivor* celebrates life, honored for courage
by Kimberty Dupps
IKE BG KENS

Verla Moore celebrated her recent
birthday with elation.
Unlike other women, she did not
bemoan the fact that she was mining
51, or that she was another year older.
"For me, my birthday means that I
am fortunate to get another year."
Moore said.
In December 1994, shortly before
Christmas, Moore was diagnosed
with breast cancer and has been
fighting the disease since. The type of
cancer Moore has is caused by her
body's hormones — making it nearly
impossible to rid her body completely of cancer.
While her cancer entered remission for five years, Moore received a

second diagnosis in 2000. According
to friend and co-worker, Susan Perry,
the diagnosis was not positive.
"The second time she was diagnosed the chances were she would
live for six months," Perry said. "It will
be two years in January."
Moore was recognized for her battle and received the first ever
Superior Survivor Award at last year's
Race for the Cure.
"When I nominated her, I didn't
think of her as a success story," Perry
said. "But, she is a true survivor."
Moore said she fit the criteria for
the award perfectly. Criteria included
showing interest in educating the
public about breast cancer prevention and survival, continually offering support to those diagnosed with

the disease and showing commitment to fighting against breast cancer.
"The award meant a great deal,"
Moore said. "It isn't that there is a cure
for cancer. It means I am fighting a
good battle."
Moore has undergone a mastectomy, chemotherapy and other drugs
to inhibit her hormones during her
fight.
Perry went with Moore to the doctor's appointments after she was first
diagnosed.
"The hardest thing for me is that I
can't do anything to make it better,"
Perry said. "I am her back-up in this."
Perry said going to the doctor's
appointments with Monre helped
her to feel that "she served some pur-

pose" in that she was there with
Moore.
"It always helps to have someone
with you," Moore said. "She might
have heard the doctor say something
that I didn't hear."
While Perry has helped Moore,
Moore has lent a helping hand and
ear to other women with breast cancer.
"Everybody's going to die and cancer helps you along," Moore said. "I
just say never give up."
Moore keeps a positive attitude
ever since she was diagnosed — a
reason she said Perry nominated her
for the award. Moore has always tried
to prevent "the disease from getting
her down."
"She (Moore) is kind, funny and, as

® For all you Thursday Night partiers.Jt is 5)
estimated that at any one time, 0.7% of
(g
the world's population are drunk!!!
g

we hold her hand through this, she
has put a face on the disease for us,"
Perry said.
The award, presented by Komen
NW Ohio Race for the Cure, Superior
Kitchens and Harold laffe lewelers, is
given to a female breast cancer survivor.
Moore's friends also pushed her in
a wheelchair when she did not have
the strength to walk the 5K Race for
the Cure. Last year, Moore walked
across the finish line, although she
was in a wheel chair for most of the
race.
"My goal is to walk the full race. I
am on new medication that doesn't
make me as sick." Moore said. "I'm
going to give it my best and am praying for a sunny day."
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'Aye carambaf Simpsons DVD a winner
"The Simpsons" is the greatest
show of all time; it's a known fact.
Now the greatest show of all time
gets the treatment it deserves, with a
kick-ass jam-packed DVD set collecting all the episodes of the first
season.
Many classic episodes are on this
excellent 3-disc set. We have the first
appearance of Sideshow Bob as a
criminal in "Krusty Gets Busted"
and an early glimpse at the bully of
bullies Nelson in "Bart's Army." The
set also includes the original
Simpsons Christmas Special,
"Simpsons Roasting On An Open
Fire."

Each episode also has an optional commentary available, featuring
creator Matt Groening, producer
James Brooks, and the writers of
each episode. The commentaries
are spotty, but generally good, giving insight to what went into the
making of each episode, and how
the show has changed over the
years. The one problem with many

of them is that the writers haven't
seen the episodes in so long they
just end up watching them the
whole time, struggling to tear themselves away from their own masterpieces long enough to talk about
them.
Watching these very early
episodes that are over 10 years old,
it's amazing to see just how much
the series has changed over the
years. Most noticeably, the animation has gotten much — much better — but there are other differences
too. The characters haven't molded
into their set types yet; Marge isnt
the all-knowing saintly mother she
is now, Lisa isn't the annoying
brainiac and supporting characters,
like Flanders, are barely present.
The stories are also much simpler,
focusing on common family problems, instead of the wacky situations the show deals with now. The
show also hasn't hit its stride quite
yet either (that didn't come until
about the third season) so these also

are not the funniest episodes of the
series.
Aside from the original 13
episodes also included is a makingof documentary as well as the first
ever Tracy Ullman short, which is
incredibly crude, and not very
funny. Some more interesting
bonus treats include audio outtakes
from "Life In The Fast Line' that feature Albert Brooks going totally
insane. Even more interrrttine is tlie
cut original fontage from the
episode
"Some
Enchanted
Evening." When the episode first
came back from the overseas animators, it looked horrible and had
an entirety different style to it It's
interesting to see how bad it could
have beea The footage even has
commentary, although it doesn't
last very long, as lames Brooks walks
out in disgust halfway through.
This is a great collection; hopefully it's just the first of what will be
many, many more GRADE A
-lames Eldred

'Rock Star'; Big screen'Behind the Music*
It's the dream of millions. The
glamour, the fame, the money, and
of course, the women, make this
career prospective one of the most
popular daydreams. You don't need
a college degree, lots of money, or
even much talent (just watch VHIs
Hair Band countdown and you'll
see what I mean), which makes this
dream seem all the more possible.
Love, looks, and a little luck are all
that is required.
Still, with the onslaught of VI11
"Behind the Music" we should all
know better. After all, after this show
came out, everyone became music
experts. Now Hollywood has decided to cash in on VHl's success with
the recent release of "Rock Star," the

story of a fan who became part of
the band he idolized. Mark
Wahlberg plays Chris Coles, the
singer of a tribute band for his
favorite group, Steel Dragon, who is
eventually hired to replace the actual singer of the group. With little
resistance, Coles joins Steel Dragon
and without giving much away, he
finds the music life is not quite what
it's held up to be. It's a good film, and
brings up a serious question:
Why would anyone want to take
on this industry?
It seems that with each success,
there in lies tragedy, compromised
values, and even death. Many bands
have had their share of dnig over-

dose, vehicular accidents, riots, infidelity, fights, artistic differences,
press wars, stalkers, jail time and
alcoholism.
Is there such a thing as Rock Star
Insurance? If there isnt, there ought
to be. There seems to be a definite
relationship between a surplus of
fans, fame, and money with an
astounding amount of conflict.
So with all this on the table, why
do teenagers still have the courage
to pick up guitars, play in a band
and dream of a record contract? All I
can say is: Musicians beware.
History is bound to repeat itself.

BG NEWS

Jason Alexander
returning to prime
time ascBob Patterson*
bySamlockhart
u-wur,

CORAL GABLES, Ha. — lason
Alexander returns to prime time television this fall on ABC, starring in the
title role of the half-hour comedy
"Bob Patterson," premiering this
September at 9 p.m. eastern time
Alexander plays a motivational
speaker who, himself, lacks true
motivation and who can't get himself
out of a rut. As much as Bob preaches self-reliance and self-esteem, he
remains far out of touch with his own
teachings.
Millions of followers crave the wisdom and teachings of "America's No
3 Self-Help Guru," who preaches to
the masses using witty put-downs
and confusing cliches to promote
himself. The show's website, located
at www.abc.com, parodies the Web
sites of real motivational leaders:
"Capture the essence of Bob
Patterson's motivational inspiration
with his best-selling book series, 'I
Know More Than You', 1 Still Know
More Than You' and, coming soon to
a book store near you, 'III Always
Know More Than You'." Patterson,
however, doesn't have a clue about
himself; he is too insecure to express
himself socially and interact on a
mature level with his peers. "If it
weren't for the ever-enduring friendship of Landau, Bob's long-suffering
producer who's blessed with a poker
face, Bob would have no one to constantly reassure him he's not losing
his hair and that size, meaning
height, does not matter."
Alexander, 41, is most famous for

his role on the long-running hit NBC
comedy "Seinfeld," as (again) insecure, nervous, and sex-crazed
George Costanza, lerry Seinfeld's best
friend and constant annoyance.
Alexander is the second star of
"Seinfeld" to attempt a solo show;
last year, Michael Richards
("Kramer") starred in his own selfnamed show which was cancelled in
December.
Both Alexander and Julia LouiseDreyfuss ("Elaine") will be in premiering comedies this season. "Bob
Patterson" encountered difficulties
very early on, drawing criticism for its
inexperienced production team and
the tradition of so-called "sophomore slumps" when stars of hit
shows attempt solo projects.
Alexander began his acting career
by telling jokes to his classmates in
school, to distract them from making
fun of him for his weight. He enrolled
in singing and dancing lessons and
even performed at his own Bar
Mitzvah. At age 17, Alexander performed professionally for the first
time on a New York children's television show.
The highlight of his movie career
was his role in "Pretty Woman" as
Richard Gere's friend and lawyer.
What is not commonly known is that
Jason Alexander was the recipient of
the 1989 Tony Award for Best Actor in
a Musical, starring in Jerome
Robbins' "Broadway." Alexander has
frequently starred in Broadway plays
and continues to stay connected
with the theater.

GRADEB

-Steven Cavins

A Thursday teaser for you...

Which of the following words don't
belong in the group and why?
CORSET, COSTER, SECTOR, ESCORT, COURTS

In Ohio, it is against the law to
fish for whales on Sunday and to
get a fish drunk.
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CMJ Marathon to
showcase new music
in New York City
by AX CoM
gwint

CHICAGO, m. — For most people
across the nation, fall is marked by
new fashions, children's return to
school and football's takeover of the
television airwaves. But, for a select
group of college kids, critics, and
music aficionados, the return of fall
means only one thing: the CM)
Music Marathon.
Hosted by the College Music
loumal (which, for the uninitiated, is,
essentially, the Billboard Magazine of
college radio), the four-day event featuring hundreds of live musical performances, panel discussions, film
screenings and more descends upon
New York City from Sept. 13-16.
This year marks the 21 st year of the
CM) Music Marathon. Every year a
keynote speaker has addressed the
masses of college rock supporters
that descend upon the Big Apple,
and this year is no exception. Former
lane's Addition and Red Hot Chili
Peppers guitarist — and now solo
artist — Dave Navarre will do the
duties. In past years this roll has been
filled by the likes of David Bowie,
Marilyn Manson, and Moby.
Performances at this year's event
will be as varied as ever. The list
includes performers that have been
embraced by modem rock radio like
England's Coldplay and pianoman
Ben Folds. However, there will be
other well-established musicians
playing at the event, if not in their
standard line-ups.
Primus's Les Qaypool, Phish's Trey
Anastasio, and former Police drummer and movie score writer Stewart
Copeland will appear in their supergroup, Oysterhead, and Perry Fan-ell
(frontman for both lane's Addiction
and Pomo for Pyros as well as the
founder of Lollapalooza) will be spinning records under the name Dl
Peretz.

In addition to their more widely
known counterparts, well-established college radio acts such as nouveau new-wave outfit, The Faint; San
Francisco's indie-pop favorites
Denial i, Liverpool's art-punk quartet,
Clinic; and New York underground
rappers The X- Ecutioners will be just
a handful of the performers bringing
their unique styles and sounds to the
stages of New York City.
The CM) Music Marathon has long
been a breeding ground for up-andcoming performers. In the past, such
influential groups as the Red Hot
Chili Peppers, R.E.M., Run DMC, LL
Cool I, Soundgarden, Cypress Hill,
Green Day, Everclear, Marilyn
Manson, and Kom have performed
before they experienced mainstream
success.
In addition to the music, the
Marathon also hosts discussion panels focusing on artist's issues, technology in music, college radio, the
Internet and many other topics. One
of the most anticipated panels will
feature rock writer Michael Azerrad
discussing his book "Our Band Could
Be Your Life," which tells the stories of
13 American independent underground bands in the pre-Nirvana era.
Azerrad will be joined on the panel
by four of the book's subjects: Lee
Ranaldo of Sonic Youth, Peter
Prescott of Mission to Burma. Grant
Hart of Husker I hi and I. Mascis of
Dinosaur Ir. as well as other players
in the 1960s American underground
rock scene.
The Marathon also includes a film
festival, which in past years has hosted the debuts of Quentin Tarentino's
"Pulp Fiction" and PT. Anderson's
chronicle of late 1970s pom industry,
"Boogie Nights/This year, the film
festival will include a screening of
"Hedwig and the Angry Inch."
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Build your future with us!
Nursing Management
Memorial Hospital, Fremont, currently seeks
candidates for the following management positions.
Director, Special Care Unit
Oversee operation* of Critical Care (ICU) department. Qualified Candidare will have at
a minimum, Licensure as a Registered Nurse in the Stare of Ohio and 4 ro 6 years Nursing
experience. Previous management experience highly desired. PALS and ACLS certifications
required within 90 days of hire. Bachelor degree require,!. CCRN highly desired.
Resource Coordinator
Full-time and part-time positions. Primarily 6:30 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
Responsible for the supervision of services provided on afternoon/midnight shift. Oversees allocation including, but not limited to personnel,
equipment and supplies.
Graduate of an accredited school of nursing. Bachelor degree required
(BSN preferred). Current Registered Nurse license issued by the State
of Ohio; BLS and ACLS required. Demonstrared leadership ability.

t Jt

Sign-on bonus available up to $4,000 for experienced candidatn.
We offer a competitive wage and benefit package, including a 403b
Gxttributory Retirement Plan. For mure information, please contact
Barbara Lmgan, Chief Patient Services Officer at (419) 332-7321 ext.
3470, fax: (419) 334-6691, e-mail aharsanieefrem.intmemorial.org,
or send resume to:
Memorial Hospital
Human Resources
71SS.Tafl An.
Franonl, Ohio 43420
EOE

MEMORIAL
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Sound Check: Bitch and Animal deliver challenging rock
Bitch and Animal
Eternally Hard
The only way to really describe this
CD is lo put Ani DiFranco, Alanis
Morriselte, Missy Elliot, Shawn
Colvin and Courtney love in a food
processor and set it on to the puree
mode. What you get is Bitch and
Animal, two female rockers who have
created a fresh sound.
• Before you even unwrap this CD,
you will probably be intrigued
enough by the CD's title {Eternally
Hard) and the first track ("Best C*~
on the Block"). Even though you feel
a little dirty after listening to "Best

WEEKEND
EVENTS

C"'," a female tirade about dildos
and what they do with them, you
should persevere and keep listening.
The songs then slows down and carry
on with a more mellow sound.
These sex-charged women plow
through a silly-yet-serious set of
songs on topics ranging from sexuality to tales of heartbreak and loss and
continuing to a manifesto about the
joys of marijuana ("Ganja") set to the
' tune of an age old church hymn.
Ironic, aware and up front, Bitch &
Animal provides a riveting musical
experience, complete with a political
element and a provocative twist.
GRADE: B+
-KurlKinzel

Woodside Quinn © Easystreet

"Came Mae Weems: Mirrors and
Windows" & Willard Wankelman
Gallery, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
"Personal Space: Twelve
Contemporary Painters" @ Dorothy
Uber Bryan Gallery, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Presentation: "How to Make Time lor
Everything You Want to Do —
Including Studying" © Counseling
Center. 320 Saddlemire Student
Services Building, 4 p.m.
This workshop will teach students
several methods of time management.
Fiction Reading— Michelle Herman,
author of "A New and Glorious Life"
© Prout Chapel, 7.30 p.m.
Everclear Ticket Sales © 9 p.m. to
midnight, Anderson Lobby.
Ticket prices are $15 for bleacher
seats and $18 for floor. There is a
limit of 6 tickets and a valid student
ID is required.

Shakedown
The debut album from theStart
reminds me of so many different acts
from the last three decades. Aimee
Echo, who sings lead vocals, has the
sweet sound of a pop diva but instead
chooses to spew out the words with a
range of rock rhythms blaring behind
her. In each song, you can hear a different influence.
The
album's
first
single,
"Gorgeous," is an upbeat song with
Cyndi Lauper-type vocals. On "Her
Song," it's the resurrection of Tiffany.

prizes. The first 100 students will
receive a free t-shirt. The event is
open to all students

FRIDAY, SEP. 14

BOWLING GREEN

CAMPUS EVENTS

Big Creak © Howard's Club H.

"Carrie Mae Weems: Mirrors and
Windows" @ Willard Wankelman
Gallery, 10 am! to 4 p.m.

Peach Melba © Easystreet

THURSDAY, SEP. 13
CAMPUS EVENTS

TheStart

"Personal Space: Twelve
Contemporary Painters" @ Dorothy
Uber Bryan Gallery, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Transformation Project and Women's
Center Open House © The Women's
Center, 108 Hanna Hall, 9:30 p.m.
Men and women are invited to meet
the Women's Center and
Transformation Project Staff over coffee, tea. and breakfast treats.
Everclear ticket sales @ Noon to 6
p.m.. Anderson Lobby.
"Music at the Forefront: Madeleine
Shapiro, cello, and Robert Conway,
piano" © Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center, 8 p.m.
This event is free and open to the
public.

SATURDAY, SEP. 15
CAMPUS EVENTS

Golf Course, 10:30 a.m.
Ftisbee Disc Tournament © Carter
Park, 11 a.m.
The event is sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ. There will be a
hog roast after the tournament.
Men's Cross Country © Creason Golf
Course, 11:45 a.m.
Festival Series: Dmitri Hvorostovsky,
baritone © Kobacker Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center, 8 p.m.

"Carrie Mae Weems: Mirrors and
Windows" @ Willard Wankelman
Gallery, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
"Personal Space: Twelve
Contemporary Painters" © Dorothy
Uber Bryan Gallery, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Ticket prices are $38, $30, and $22.
Call 372-8171 for more information.

September Super Saturday © 8 a.m.
to 10 a.m.

Bancroft © Easystreet

BOWLING GREEN
The Alligators © Howard's Cli

SUNDAY, SEP. 16
This is a series of hands on workshops including blackjack for beginners and magic up close. Call 3728181 for more information.
Butterfly Festival from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.

Late Night at the Rec © Student
Recreation Center, 9 p.m. to midnight

This is a drive-yourself tour of the
prairies, flowers and butterflies of
Wood County. It is part of Wood
County Day. Call 372-8207 for directions.

Along with activities, there will be

Women's Cross Country © Creason

BOWLING GREEK
Buckwheat Zydeco © Howard's Club H.

The sounds on any Veruca Salt single
appear on 'Glimmer Man." "Dirty
Lion" start outs sounding something
like Dead or Alive's "You Spend Me
'Round." There are many names I
could add here that would count as
influences if I could just put my finger
on them. I do hear the occasional
Gwen Stefani, pre-Moby and Eve.
I know it looks bad from my review
above, but it's a decent album.
"Time" has some electronica mixed
in with its mellow beat. You can find a
fast-paced, heavy rock song in
"Nemesis." It has the same feel as
Joydrop's Metasexual, which came
out a few years ago.

CAMPUS EVENTS
"Carrie Mae Weems: Mirrors and
Windows" © Willard Wankelman
Gallery, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
"Personal Space: Twelve
Contemporary Painters" @ Dorothy
Uber Bryan Gallery, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Outdoor Programs Park Tour © Perry
Field House font desk (sign-up), noon
to 4 p.m.

The fact that three of the four band
members performed in other acts
might have something to do with the
lack of originality. Echo and drummer Scott Ellis, both of which were in
the Los Angeles underground group
Human Waste Project, co-founded
the group. They are joined by Jamie
Miller, a guitarist and keyboardist
that played in the rock group Snot,
leff laeger rounds out the group on
bass.
Overall, the songs aren't bad,
they're just not that special.
GRADE: B-Tasha Steimer

There is a cost of $3 for transportation and lunch.
Women's Soccer vs. Wright State ©
Cochrane Field, 2 p.m.
Faculty Artist Series: John Bentley,
oboe © Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center, 3 p.m.
The show is free and open to the public.
Guest Artist, Jason Oe Pue, violin ©
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center, 8 p.m.
The performance is free and open to
the public.
Workshop: "How to be Successful in a
Mathematics or Statistics Course" ©
210 University Hall
This workshop will offer methods for
learning mathematics in a college
course.
HAVE AN UPCOMING EVENT?
If you have a campus or city event
that you would like to have listed in
the calendar of events, send an emaii to lisabet2@hotmail.com or stop
by 210 West Hall with information on
the event.
The deadline is 6 p.m. the day before
the event Deadlines for the weekend
edition is 6 p.m. on Sundays.

SOUND CHECK

BG NEWS
System of a Down
Toxiclty
One part Rage Against The
Machine and one part Korn (the
good Life Is Peachy part not their current, listen to Jonathan Davis whine
and bark mode they are in now) and
one part Slayer best describes the
near-inde&nable System Of A Down.
After a mediocre self-titled debut the
Armenian-bom metalheads return
with the mind-blowing and incredibly ambitious Toxicity, one the best
and most thought provoking metal
albums in years.
System Of A Down seems to be set
to take the place of hard-ass political
band that Rage Against The Machine
left Songs like "Prison" and "let Pilot"
heavily criticize American government policies qn drugs and war, the
former delivering statistics on unsuccessful drug policies in dry monologues, which are of course set
against nonstop pounding guitar
beats. Religion, relationships and
groupies also don't escape the group's
wrath.
lust when the band sounds like
they might fall into the rut of death
metal (three cords and non-stop
phlegm-filled yelling) the band rises

T!

above it's roots. Songs like the incredibly eclectic "Chop Suey" combine
new rap-metal with classic rock-ballad conventions. And there's even
more — on "Forest" the band suddenly hits an art-rock kick, sounding
like a death-metal version of Tool. It
even seems to invoke the spirit of
Black Sabbath on "Aerials," a heavy
ballad with slow melodic guitar work,
reminiscent of "War Pigs." By the end
of the album, System of a Down covers just about all forms of rock music,
giving each its own very distinctive,
headslamming spin.
With its incredible range both in
lyrics and music Taxkity shows that
System of a Down has much more
talent then most people (including
me) thought it had. It's a stunning
achievement for both them and
heavy metal itself. This could easily
be the album that elevates it, and the
genre of new heavy metal itself, into
the mainstream.
GRADE: A
■James Betted
Butthole Surfers
Weird Revolution
Some questions have no easy
answers. Where did the universe

come from? What happens when we
die? Who in their right mind takes
Latin? And, how the hell did the
Butthole Surfers score a hit single Eve
years ago with the ofibeat rap-ballad
"Pepper?"
For a band that has managed to
avoid commercial success for nearly
20 years, any attempt at trying to
break through, such as their hit single
"Pepper" off their last album, 1995's
Electric Larry Land is going to seem
like a sell out Critics cried out that
"Pepper" was a sell-out rip-off of
Beck, despite the fact that the
Butthole Surfers had been writing
weird acid-trips like that since the
early 80s.
It's only appropriate, then, that
their latest opus is tided Weird
Revolution, but the weirdest thing
about the album is that half of it isn't
weird at all. Aside from the title track,
a rant by the "weirds" against the
"normals" (Which is strangely adapted from a Malcolm X speech) the
album settles in a pop groove that
lasts through three songs. All that culminates in the peppy as hell "Dracula
From Houston." The only thing more
amazing then the blatant poppiness
of this song is the fact that it is incredibly good. Unlike Electric Larry Land,
the Butthole Surfers have managed
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to gain some pop sensibilities while
still sounding as weird as they ever
did. It's hard to believe that the same
guys who wrote this wrote the sonic
bullet to the head that is Locust
Abortion Technician.
Those who fear such pop excursions should not worry though, as
shortly thereafter the Buttholes dig
deep, back to their roots with psychotic "S"' Like That" a non-stop
assault on the eardrums. Sounding
like something pulled from their
early days in the 80s, with Gibby
Haynes yelling, "There's a metallic
taste in my mouth! My stomach hurts
so much I could just die!" This is all
followed by a feedback- and distortion-filled chorus with the one line,
"S"' Like That" The rambling "The
Last Astronaut," while slightly less
frightening, repeats the formula
This is a weird, sporadic album
with its own highs and lows, but what
can be expected from the Butthole
Surfers? Seemingly channeling the
spirit of Frank Zappa, they are one of
the only bands that has the capability to write songs that are so bad
they're good.
GRADE: B
- lames Eldred

BO News welcomes your ideas for future stories
:

Call us at 372-6965
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Saturday, September 15, 2001

Ed Harris & Marcia Gay

Pollock
5:00 7:30

8pm-10pm
I

Led Zeppelin

92.5 Kiss FM
Live Remote WVKS

The Song Remains
the Same

Admission $2.00
Rental $1.00

9:45

$
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SPECIAL DISPLAY PERSONALS
Show your friends, roommates & classmates how special they are!
Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or surprise
someone on their Birthday!
Great job in St. Louis!

1x3 = $18.00
(Actual Size)

Congratulations

ZTP
leaders-you
make the local
chapter proud!

2x2 = $24.00
with picture provided by you!
(Actual Size)

Great job at
Dance darathon!
Now gou can rest!
Love,
the Gang at Apt 2B

Display
Personal Ad
OFF

20%° BG
One coupon per customer
Expires 12-18-01

NEWS
Q

I

V

Happy 20th
B-Day

ROB!
loue,
Elizabeth

Come to 204 West Hall
to place your ad! Or call
372-6977 for more
information.

IT'SBURSARABLE!
Deadline 2 days prior to
mJ publication by 4:00

